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Abstract:
Traditional retrieval methods of cloud top properties (i.e., thermodynamic phase, optical
thickness, eective radius, liquid water path) based on passive remote sensing observa-
tions discriminate the thermodynamic phase of the cloud particles as either pure-liquid
water or pure-ice. Furthermore, these retrieval methods assume a homogeneous vertical
prole of the cloud properties. Based on radiative transfer simulations, the rst main
part of this thesis evaluates the biases associated with these assumptions. It was found
that the simultaneous presence of ice crystals and liquid water droplets inside a cloud
complicates the cloud thermodynamic phase identication. In particular, the ice crystals
cause a bias in the retrieved liquid water path (LWP), which shows values well above
100 g m−2, rarely observed in Arctic clouds. Moreover, the retrieval of LWP is aected
by three-dimensional (3D) radiative eects. Their impact was investigated with 3D radiat-
ive transfer simulations, revealing that such unrealistically high values of retrieved LWP
can not be reproduced by shades, which commonly represent 3D radiative eects, and are
associated to mixtures or liquid water droplets and ice crystals. Therefore, the LWP bias
can be used as an additional mean to identify the ice phase in mixed-phase clouds.
In the second major part of the thesis, the results of these model sensitivity studies
are applied to interpret the thermodynamic phase of clouds observed during the Arctic
CLoud Observations Using airborne measurements during polar Day (ACLOUD) campaign.
Two-dimensional maps of cloud top reectivity, measured by the Airborne Imaging Spec-
trometer for Applications (AISA) Hawk, with a horizontal resolution down to 2 m, were
combined with active remote sensing observations collected by the Microwave Radar/ra-
diometer for Arctic clouds (MiRAC) and the Airborne Mobile Aerosol Lidar (AMALi). The
dierent instrument sensitivities towards liquid water droplets (AMALi) and ice crystals
(MiRAC) are exploited to qualitatively explore the vertical distribution of the thermody-
namic phase of the cloud particles for two case studies representing a cold air outbreak and
a warm air advection, respectively. The cloud layer that formed in the cold air outbreak
consisted of a mostly liquid water top layer from which ice crystals precipitated. The ob-
servations by AISA Hawk were not inuenced by the ice crystals in lower cloud layers,
ii
and therefore, represented the variability of the liquid top layer. The cloud layer related
to the warm air advection consisted of a mixture of liquid water droplets and ice crystals,
with ice crystals present also at cloud top. For this reason, the LWP retrieved by AISA
Hawk was overestimated compared to the retrieval of MiRAC. In this case, the small-scale
dierences observed by AISA Hawk in the cloud top properties of optically thicker (de-
noted as cloud domes) and optically thinner cloud regions (denoted as cloud holes) cannot
be attributed to the variability of a pure liquid cloud layer. Radiative transfer simulations
indicated higher ice fractions, higher particle sizes, or a combination of both, occurring in
the cloud holes. Large Eddy Simulations (LESs) were performed to emulate the two cloud
cases. The respective results showed similar vertical distributions of the thermodynamic
phase compared to those observed by the active remote sensing sensors. To compare the
LESs results with the passive remote sensing observations of AISA Hawk, the vertical pro-
les of cloud microphysical properties resulting from the LESs were used as synthetic in-
put for detailed radiative transfer simulations. The cloud top reectivity, simulated in this
way, was interpreted as a synthetic AISA Hawk measurement and was used to retrieve the
cloud top thermodynamic phase. The retrieval results revealed an underestimation of the
ice concentration, which needed to be increased 1000 times to reproduce the observations
of AISA Hawk. Resolutions coarser than 100 m, typical of satellite-borne passive sensors,
were found not sucient to reproduce the small scale horizontal structure of the cloud top.
A statistical analysis of cloud-top properties based on AISA Hawk passive remote sensing
observations over open ocean during ACLOUD revealed dierences in the clouds structure
during the three synoptic periods of the campaign. The thermodynamic phase discrimina-
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1.1 Arctic climate change
The Arctic region, enclosed by the Arctic circle at 66.5°N and comprising the Arctic ocean
and adjacent seas, as well as parts of Canada, Alaska, Russia, Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Iceland and Greenland, constitutes the northernmost region of the Earth (Anisimov et al.,
2001). Due to its geographical location, the Arctic system is aected by unique character-
istics: the incoming solar radiation presents seasonal extremes (polar day and night) and
the Sun never reaches high elevations above the horizon. A large fraction of its territory
is covered by sea ice and snow, which are highly reective surfaces. Clouds, frequently
composed of liquid water droplets and ice crystals, prevail over most of the year. These
conditions, and the complexity of interactions between the components of the system (such
as the sea-ice concentration, the transport of heat and moisture, the cloud cover, the aerosol
particle concentration, and the radiative energy uxes, among others) caused an acceler-
ated warming in the Arctic compared to that of lower latitudes in the last 20 - 30 years. This
phenomenon is known as Arctic amplication (Serreze and Barry, 2011; Wendisch et al.,
2017). The accelerated warming of the Arctic is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, where the annually
averaged near-surface air temperature change between 1960 and 2019 is shown.
A major process contributing to the Arctic amplication is the so-called sea-ice albedo
feedback (Kashiwase et al., 2017; Thackeray and Hall, 2019). The increase in near-surface
temperature is associated with an enhanced melting of snow and a decline of sea ice cover
(Stroeve and Notz, 2018). Therefore, a larger fraction of the darker, and less-reective un-
derlying surfaces, such as the open ocean, is exposed to solar radiation. Dark surfaces ab-
sorb larger amounts of solar energy than bright surfaces, which enhances the heat uxes
towards the atmosphere and further increases the near-surface air temperature (Kashi-
wase et al., 2017). Thus, a positive feedback loop is established, supporting the accelerated
warming observed in the Arctic.
Although the Arctic sea-ice loss has been observed in recent decades (Stroeve and Notz,
2018), climate models struggle to consistently reproduce it (Stroeve et al., 2012, 2015; Agar-
wal and Wettlaufer, 2018). This issue casts some doubt on the capabilities of models to
accurately predict the evolution of the Arctic climate system. The underestimation of the
sea-ice retreat by climate models points towards a misrepresentation of processes and in-
tricate feedback mechanisms driving the Arctic climate. Despite its relevance, the sea-ice
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albedo feedback is not the only factor causing Arctic amplication. It forms part of a com-
plex network of diverse processes occurring in dierent spatial and temporal scales (Ser-
reze and Barry, 2011; Wendisch et al., 2017). The sea-ice decline determines the evolution
of other components of the Arctic system, and it is in turn aected by them. For instance,
a larger fraction of exposed open ocean promotes an increase in the moisture uxes to-
wards the atmosphere. This process determines the water vapor availability and the cloud
cover (Vihma, 2014). The cloud evolution depends on the aerosol particle load, resulting
mainly from long range transport and, therefore, related to the large-scale atmospheric
circulation (Bottenheim et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2019). The physical char-
acteristics of the clouds inuences the solar and terrestrial radiative energy uxes at the
Arctic surface (Curry et al., 1996; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Yeo et al., 2018; Ebell et al., 2020),
which eventually feed back into the evolution of the sea ice.
In Arctic regions, low-level boundary layer stratiform clouds appear about 40 % of the time
on an annual average (Shupe et al., 2006; Shupe, 2011). A high fraction of these low-level
strati is formed by mixtures of liquid water droplets and ice crystals, forming so-called
mixed-phase clouds (Shupe et al., 2006; Shupe, 2011; Mioche et al., 2015). This type of
clouds signicantly inuences the surface energy budget; hence, mixed-phase clouds are
relevant to the Arctic amplication (Wendisch et al., 2019). Despite their frequent abundance
and relevant impact on the surface energy budget, the processes under which mixed-phase
clouds form and their physical properties are still subject of current research (Morrison
et al., 2012; Engström et al., 2014; Wendisch et al., 2019).
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Figure 1.1: (a) Annually averaged global mean near-surface temperature change between 1960
and 2019. (b) Zonally averaged temperature change for the same period. (Data source:
https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp, last access: 26 August 2020).
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1.2 Arctic mixed-phase clouds
Mixed-phase clouds are colloidal thermodynamic systems consisting simultaneously of li-
quid water, forming spherical droplets, and of ice, forming non-spherical crystals (Korolev
et al., 2017). They appear in a wide range of latitudes and are associated with dierent
meteorological situations and cloud types (Costa et al., 2017). In Arctic latitudes, clouds
are ubiquitous. Whereas cirrus clouds appear about 7 % of the time (Sassen et al., 2008;
Heymseld et al., 2017), low-level stratus and stratocumulus appear about 40 % of the time
on annual average (Wang and Key, 2005; Shupe et al., 2011; Mioche et al., 2015). Depend-
ing on the season and the location, up to 50 % of these clouds are of mixed-phase type
(Shupe, 2011; Mioche et al., 2015; Nomokonova et al., 2019). They often appear under per-
sistent temperature and humidity inversions (e.g., Pinto, 1998; Solomon et al., 2014; Qiu
et al., 2015; Egerer et al., 2020) and are formed of single or multiple, stably stratied layers
of supercooled liquid water droplets from which ice crystals precipitate (Verlinde et al.,
2013; Morrison et al., 2012). In particular in winter, they present an average liquid water
path (LWP) in the range of 30 - 60 g m−2, rarely exceeding 100 g m−2, and an average ice
water path (IWP) of approximately 40 g m−2 (e.g., Shupe et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2009;
Mioche et al., 2017; Nomokonova et al., 2019; Gierens et al., 2020; Achtert et al., 2020). The
partitioning between liquid droplets and ice crystals within the Arctic mixed-phase clouds
determines their radiative properties and life cycle (Tan and Storelvmo, 2019). Therefore,
a reliable assessment of the cloud thermodynamic phase partitioning is a necessary requis-
ite to understand their impact at near-surface air temperature, and hence, their contribu-
tion to Arctic amplication.
1.2.1 Life cycle
In the temperature range between 0°C and -40°C, water can simultaneously coexist in
its liquid and solid thermodynamic phases (Pruppacher and Klett, 2010), thanks to which,
mixed-phase clouds may exist. However, mixtures of ice and liquid water are inherently
unstable from a thermodynamic point of view. In this temperature range, the saturation
(i.e. equilibrium) vapor pressure over ice is lower than over liquid water, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. If the water vapor pressure is suciently high to be saturating over both phases
(purple region in Fig. 1.2), the water vapor will deposit simultaneously over the liquid
droplets and the ice crystals, and both thermodynamic phases will grow. As the water
vapor pressure decreases, supersaturation over ice and simultaneous undersaturation over
liquid water may be reached (blue area in Fig. 1.2). In these conditions, water vapor deposits
at ice crystals, which grow, while the liquid water droplets, from which the water vapor
evaporates, shrink. This process, known as Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen (WBF, Wegener,
1911; Bergeron, 1935; Findeisen, 1938), is expected to lead mixed-phase clouds towards
a total glaciation within a few hours (Pinto, 1998; Korolev and Isaac, 2003b). However, in
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the Arctic region, mixed-phase clouds have been observed to persist during longer periods
of time, sometimes up to weeks (Shupe, 2011; Morrison et al., 2011a; Engström et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.2: Saturation water vapor pressure over a liquid water surface and an ice surface, calcu-
lated as in Alduchov and Eskridge (1996) and Huang (2018). Water vapor pressure supersaturating
over both liquie water and ice causes the simultaneous growth of liquid droplets and ice crystals
(purple region). In case of supersaturation over ice, but undersaturation over liquid water, the ice
crystals grow at expense of liquid water droplets (blue region). Illustration of the ow of water
vapor (arrows) under both described situation is shown in (1) (simultaneous growth of liqud water
droplets and ice crystals) and (2) (growth of ice crystals at expense of liquid water droplets). (Ad-
apted from: http://www.meteo.psu.edu/ wjs1/Meteo3/Html/moisture.htm, last access: 26 August
2020).
The longevity of the Arctic mixed-phase clouds can be explained through a diverse net-
work of processes and mechanisms, occurring on dierent temporal and spatial scales,
which interact (Korolev and Mazin, 2003; Korolev and Field, 2008; Morrison et al., 2012),
as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Vertical motions are crucial for maintaining the mixture of ther-
modynamic phases in the cloud system (Korolev, 2007; Shupe et al., 2008a). As the air
rises, it expands because of the decreasing air pressure with height and therefore, cools
adiabatically, increasing the relative humidity. To reach supersaturation over both liquid
water and ice, the air parcel must ascend a threshold distance with a threshold upwards
velocity, which depends upon the concentration of ice nuclei (IN). In this case, liquid water
droplets and ice crystals grow concurrently (Korolev and Mazin, 2003; Korolev and Field,
2008). Under similar temperature and humidity conditions, due to the lower saturation
water vapor pressure over ice, ice crystals grow faster than liquid water droplets (Curry,
1995). Additionally, the lower concentration of IN compared to that of cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) (Jung et al., 2018; Wex et al., 2019) determines that the water vapor sublim-
ates over fewer ice crystals compared to the liquid water droplets. This leads to ice crystal
sizes that are in general larger than those of the liquid water droplets. As a consequence,
the large ice crystals precipitate, leading to the often observed mixed-phase cloud struc-
ture with a liquid-water dominated top layer (Shupe et al., 2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007;
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Mioche et al., 2015). The emission of thermal infrared radiation by this supercooled liquid
water droplets leads to strong radiative cooling in the cloud top region (Morrison et al.,
2011b; Luo et al., 2008), which produces buoyant instability and induces turbulent vertical
motions. As the air rises, the cycle begins again, ensuring the persistence of the concurrent
liquid water and ice phases within the cloud system.








































Figure 1.3: Processes inuencing the spatial distribution of the thermodynamic phase in
mixed-phase clouds and their typical scales. Vertical proles of relative humidity, q, and temper-
ature, T , with the inversions at cloud top typically found in Arctic conditions, are schematically
included.
Additionally, the continuous mass-loss caused by precipitation is compensated by entrain-
ment of moist air into the cloud system, facilitated by the turbulent vertical motions. This
moist air can either originate from surface sources, or from regions above the cloud top,
where moisture inversions have been observed in the past due to large-scale advection
(Sedlar and Tjernstrom, 2009; Solomon et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2015; Mellado, 2017; Egerer
et al., 2020). The intrusion of humidity from upper regions is able to maintain the cloud
even when it is decoupled from surface moisture sources (Solomon et al., 2011), or if the
surface sources are reduced (e.g., increased sea ice concentration; Zhong et al., 2018).
The precipitation of ice crystals aects the cloud evolution in two competing ways. Pre-
cipitation removes IN and ice crystals from the system, which favors the condensation of
water vapor over liquid water droplets, supporting the cloud persistence. However, during
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this process, latent heat is released within the cloud region. The precipitating ice crys-
tals sublimate reaching the surface, absorbing latent heat and cooling the sub-cloud layer.
The in-cloud warming and below-cloud cooling increase the static stability of the system,
which prevents the onset of vertical motions (Harrington et al., 1999; Morrison et al., 2012),
and hence, the longevity of the cloud. Additionally, when the IN concentrations are too
high, the high number concentrations of ice crystals causes an enhanced vertical precipita-
tion ux that may eventually lead the dissipation of the cloud (Field and Heymseld, 2015;
Abel et al., 2017; Eirund et al., 2019a). Therefore, many complex and intertwined factors
determine the evolution of mixed-phase clouds and their observed prevalence can only be
explained considering all of them. Often, these processes impact the cloud liquid water
content to ice water content ratio, which eventually determines whether the cloud persists
(both thermodynamic phases coexist) or it glaciates and dissipates (WBF process).
1.2.2 Radiative forcing
Clouds interact with radiation in two competing ways: they cool the Earth surface by
reecting part of the incident solar radiation (in the spectral range between 250 nm and
4000 nm), and they warm it by emitting terrestrial radiation (in the spectral range between
4 µm and 42 µm). The balance between the cooling and warming eects determines how
a cloud impacts the near-surface temperature compared to a cloud-free situation. Such
impact is known as the cloud radiative forcing (CRF). Considering the net irradiance as
the dierence between the downwards incoming irradiance and the upwards outgoing
irradiance, dened by
Fnet = F
↓ − F ↑, (1.1)
the CRF is dened as the dierence between the net irradiance in cloudy (all-sky) and
cloud-free conditions (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 1989; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Stapf et al.,
2020),
CRF = Fnet,cld − Fnet,cf. (1.2)
Equations 1.1 and 1.3 can be applied to the solar and the terrestrial spectral ranges to obtain,
respectively, the solar and terrestrial cloud radiative forcings (CRFsolar, CRFterr). The sum
of CRFsolar and CRFterr yields the total CRF by:
CRFtotal = CRFsolar + CRFterr = (Fnet,cld − Fnet,cf)solar + (Fnet,cld − Fnet,cf)terr. (1.3)
The CRF is dened to be possitive when a cloud induces a warming at the surface, and
negative otherwise (Ramanathan et al., 1989; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Stapf et al., 2020).
Globally averaged, the solar cooling eect dominates the annual average CRF. The CRF is
determined by the environmental and meteorological conditions, such as the Sun eleva-
tion, the atmospheric trace gas concentrations and aerosol particle optical thickness, the
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surface albedo and the cloud macrophysical and microphysical properties. Due to the spe-
cial features of the Arctic climate system (low solar elevations, high surface albedo, polar
day and night), throughout most of the year, the solar cooling by clouds in this region is
low compared to the terrestrial warming (Wendisch et al., 2017). Therefore, the CRF is
dominated by the terrestrial warming, and the solar cooling eect is dominating only dur-
ing a short period in summer. Annually averaged, Arctic clouds warm the surface (Shupe
and Intrieri, 2004; Ebell et al., 2020).
blank line
The frequent abundance and prevalence of mixed-phase clouds in the Arctic raises the
question of the role of the cloud thermodynamic phase for the CRF. While small but numer-
ous liquid water droplets are found in mixed-phase clouds, non-spherical ice crystals grow
to large sizes and appear in small number concentrations. The small spherical liquid water
droplets and the larger non-spherical ice crystals interact dierently with solar and ter-
restrial radiation (Sun and Shine, 1994; McFarquhar and Cober, 2004). Therefore, the CRF
depends on the partitioning between liquid and ice particles inside the cloud (Wendisch
et al., 2013). In the Arctic region, Shupe and Intrieri (2004) and Sedlar et al. (2011) found
that, during the sunlit period, the solar CRF is dominated by clouds containing liquid water,
while ice clouds (smaller optical thickness, less cloud top reection) have a lower impact.
The solar CRF increases with the cloud LWP for solar elevations greater than 25° (Ebell
et al., 2020). This is a straightforward consequence of the high concentrations of small
spherical droplets contained in liquid clouds, compared to the relatively scarce large crys-
tals forming ice clouds. The small numerous droplets have a larger cross sectional area per
unit volume than ice crystals. This makes clouds containing liquid water to have a higher
optical depth, which causes a higher reection and thus, a lower transmittance than ice
clouds.
blank line
During polar night, the terrestrial CRF accounts for the entire impact of clouds on the
surface temperature. The terrestrial CRF signicantly depends on the vertical temperat-
ure prole. The frequently observed temperature inversions cause the clouds to emit at
warmer temperatures than the surface (Shupe and Intrieri, 2004). The inuence of the
thermodynamic phase on the terrestrial CRF is similar compared to the solar CRF. It is
mostly controlled by the LWP, which determines the cloud emissivity. The terrestrial CRF
increases exponentially with increasing LWP, up to values between 50 and 85 g m−2 (Shupe
and Intrieri, 2004; Miller et al., 2014; Ebell et al., 2020). For LWP≥85 g m−2, the terrestrial
CRF remains almost constant, as the cloud radiates as a nearly-ideal black body (Shupe and
Intrieri, 2004; Sedlar et al., 2011; Ebell et al., 2020). Similarly, ice clouds induce a warming at
the surface that stabilizes for IWP≥ 100 g m−2 (Ebell et al., 2020). Although the cloud liquid
water dominates both the solar and terrestrial CRF during the majority of the year, cloud
ice acquires special relevance during polar night, when pure ice clouds can contribute up
to 75 % of the net CRF (Ebell et al., 2020; Shupe and Intrieri, 2004).
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Based on radiative transfer simulations, Figure 1.4 illustrates the dependence of the CRF of
low level stratocumulus clouds as a function the cloud total water path (TWP), dened as
TWP = LWP + IWP, (1.4)
and the ice fraction (IF), dened as
IF = IWPTWP · 100 %. (1.5)
A summer (solar zenith angle, SZA, of 60°) and a winter situation (polar night) were con-
sidered. The radiative transfer simulations were performed for two surfaces with dier-
ent albedo (open ocean and snow with a snow grain size, SGS, of 50 µm). The clouds
assume homogeneous proles extending vertically between 600 m and 900 m. The con-
sidered TWP ranges between 5 g m−2 and 80 g m−2 and the IF ranges between 0 % (pure
liquid water clouds) and 100 % (pure ice clouds). Based on satellite observations during
summer 2017 (http://polarportal.dk/en/sea-ice-and-icebergs/sea-ice-temperature/, last ac-
cess: 26 August 2020), the sea surface temperature was set to 8°C and the snow surface
temperature to -10°C. During summer, the clouds produce a strong cooling over the dark
open ocean (Fig. 1.4a), reaching values down to -209 W m−2. However, over the highly
reectivy snow surface (Fig. 1.4b), the clouds induce a moderate warming with values up
to 40 W m−2. In both cases, the magnitude of the forcing (cooling or warming, respect-
ively) increases with increasing TWP but decreases with increasing IF, reaching minimum
values for optically thin (TWP = 5 g m−2) ice clouds. However, over the snow surface, the
clouds-induced warming is hardly inuenced by the clouds TWP for IF≤ 50 %, and reaches
its maximum value for TWP≥ 30 g m−2.
In winter, with the Sun below the horizon, the solar CRF is zero. Especially over sea ice,
the surface temperature is signicantly reduced. Based on satellite observations for winter
2017 (http://polarportal.dk/en/sea-ice-and-icebergs/sea-ice-temperature/, last access: 26
August 2020), the sea-surface temperature was set to 3°C and the snow surface temper-
ature to -30°C. In this case, the clouds warming eect dominates (Figs. 1.4c and 1.4d).
The emissivities of the open ocean and a snow surface are similar, close to 1.0 (Harlow,
2011). Therefore, the upwards radiative ux densities emitted by both surface types de-
pends mainly on their temperature. However, these uxes hardly dier in cloudy and
cloud-free conditions, and cancel each other in the CRF calculation. For this reason, the
underlying surface has a hardly noticeable impact on the CRF during winter. Nevertheless,
the warming is slightly stronger over open ocean, with a maximum CRF of 77.9 W m−2,
compared to the 76.4 W m−2 occurring over the snow surface. Similar to the summer situ-
ation, the warming increases with increasing TWP and decreases with increasing IF.
To accurately estimate the clouds radiative properties, Yoshida and Asano (2005) showed
the importance of considering the in-cloud vertical distribution of the thermodynamic
phase. The vertical proles of liquid water droplets and ice crystals determines the vertical





















































































































Figure 1.4: Cloud radiative forcing dependence with TWP and IF, for summer (60° SZA) and winter
(polar night) conditions, over the surface of the open ocean, and over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS.
distribution of heating and cooling rates (Turner et al., 2018). This eventually controls the
vertical motions due to buoyant stability, which determines the cloud potential prevalence
or dissipation. In this regard the cooling at cloud top, caused by liquid water droplets in this
region, acquires special relevance, since it helps maintaining the cloud over long periods
of time.
1.2.3 Spatial structure and scale dependence
The complex network of feedback mechanisms between local and large-scale dynamical
and microphysical processes occurring at dierent spatial scales (e.g., Morrison et al., 2012;
Kalesse et al., 2016; Mioche et al., 2017) determines not only the microphysical and optical
properties of Arctic mixed-phase clouds, but also their spatial organization down to scales
of a few meters (Korolev and Isaac, 2003a; Field et al., 2004; Lawson, 2011; Schäfer et al.,
2017). Large-scale advection of air masses across the Arctic predene the cloud’s general
nature (Pithan et al., 2018). In case of cold air masses advected from the central Arctic
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region towards lower latitudes, the cold air transported over the warm ocean surface pro-
duces intense shallow convection and characteristic cloud street structures, which may
extend over several hundred kilometers. Cold air outbreaks occur all year long, but they
are especially frequent in winter (Kolstad et al., 2009; Fletcher et al., 2016). Warm and moist
air masses intruding the Arctic from southern latitudes occur 10 % of the time all year long,
but are more frequent in winter. They are responsible for most of the transport of mois-
ture and heat into the Arctic (Woods et al., 2013; Sedlar and Tjernström, 2017; Pithan et al.,
2018). During the northward transport, important air mass transformations take place.
The air rapidly cools close to the surface, leading to shallow but strong temperature in-
versions promoting low-level, persistent clouds (Sedlar and Tjernström, 2017; Tjernström
et al., 2015). In these clouds, the vertical motion is driven mainly by radiative cooling at
cloud top. As a consequence, convective cells appear at scales of several kilometers (Shupe
et al., 2008b; Roesler et al., 2017), with the concentration of ice being an important con-
trolling factor (Loewe et al., 2017; Eirund et al., 2019a).
blank line
On smaller horizontal scales of a few hundred meters, the vertical motion is additionally
driven by evaporative cooling, associated with entrainment of moist air supplied from up-
per layers (Mellado, 2017). This entrainment process ensures the formation of liquid water
droplets and balances the loss of cloud water by precipitating ice crystals (Korolev, 2007;
Shupe et al., 2008b; Morrison et al., 2012). Observations by Schäfer et al. (2017, 2018) show
that the small-scale horizontal inhomogeneities of updrafts and downdrafts have typical
length scales down to 60 m. In downdraft regions, the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen pro-
cess may dominate over the nucleation of liquid water droplets (Korolev and Field, 2008;
Korolev et al., 2017), causing the ice crystals to grow at the expense of the liquid water
droplets.
blank line
Interactions between these processes determine the structure of the cloud, both vertically
and horizontally. The cloud thermodynamic phase develops vertically in specic patterns.
Most frequently, a liquid-water-dominated layer is observed at the top of the cloud, from
which ice crystals precipitate (Shupe et al., 2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Ehrlich et al.,
2009; Mioche et al., 2015). Spatial dierences of the cloud phase vertical distribution can,
in turn, occur on horizontal scales down to tens of meters (Korolev and Isaac, 2006; Lawson
et al., 2010). Figure 1.3 illustrates the principal processes shaping the spatial structure of
mixed-phase clouds. Understanding the radiative properties and temporal evolution of
Arctic mixed-phase clouds requires a three-dimensional (3D) characterization of the ther-
modynamic phase partitioning, which relates the vertical distribution of liquid droplets
and ice crystals to the small-scale structures observed close to the cloud top.
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1.3 Observations of Arctic mixed-phase clouds
Studying the Arctic climate system is challenging due to the remoteness of the Arctic
and the harsh environmental conditions, which poses severe limitations for observations.
Therefore, numerical models play a crucial role in understanding the Arctic climate. How-
ever, the models rely on parameterizations that do not always represent the observations
(e.g., Stroeve et al., 2012, 2015; Wendisch et al., 2017; Agarwal and Wettlaufer, 2018; Huang
et al., 2019). Hence, the comparison of model results with observations is crucial, as it al-
lows assessing the models performance, and gives room for their improvement (e.g., Kay
et al., 2016; Kretzschmar et al., 2019; Neggers et al., 2019; Senftleben et al., 2020; Schem-
ann and Ebell, 2020; Kretzschmar et al., 2020). Reliable model results can then be used as
a complementary tool to the still scarce observations in the Arctic region.
In the last decades, signicant observational progress has been achieved by extensive pro-
grams. Several shipborne campaigns dedicated to the study of Arctic clouds took place,
such as the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic, (SHEBA, Shupe and Intrieri, 2004; Shupe
et al., 2005), the Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS, Tjernström et al., 2012), the
Physical feedbacks of Arctic planetary boundary level Sea ice, Cloud and AerosoL (PAS-
CAL, Knudsen et al., 2018; Wendisch et al., 2019) or the Multidisciplinary drifting Observat-
ory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC, Nicolaus et al., 2016), among others. These
ship-borne observations did provide remote sensing (lidar, radar, microwave radiometer)
observations in the remote central Arctic regions.
To complement the temporal limitations of shipborne campaigns, similar networks of re-
mote sensing instrumentation are permanently deployed in specic locations along the
Arctic latitudes, e.g., the Barrow Atmospheric Baseline Observatory (71°N, Alaska), Eureka
(80°N, Canada), Summit (72°N, Greenland), Ny-Ålesund (78°N, Spitzbergen), and Station
Nord (81°N, Greenland). Nevertheless, these measurements also suer from local oro-
graphic eects, which often questions their representativeness. The typical ground-based
instrumentation deployed in these sites consist of upwards pointing active remote sens-
ing sensors, as cloud radars and ceilometers. While this measurement techniques provide
a view into the vertical structure of the clouds, the horizontal variability of clouds can only
be studied along the direction of the mean wind (Taylor hypothesis; Kunz, 1995; Marchand
et al., 2007).
Satellite-borne active (lidar and radar) and passive (imaging spectrometers) remote sens-
ing observations, providing periodical and large-spatial-coverage data, can circumvent the
limitations associated to ground-based remote sensing observations (Mioche et al., 2015; Yu
et al., 2019). However, their coarse resolution, with pixel sizes between 250 m and 1 km for
the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Li et al., 2003), and 2 km for
CloudSat (Mace and Zhang, 2014), for instance, prevents the study of processes occurring
at smaller spatial scales.
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Airborne cloud remote sensing measurements, operating in a downward looking viewing
geometry similar to satellite sensors, but with pixel sizes under 50 m (Stachlewska et al.,
2010; Schäfer et al., 2017; Mech et al., 2019; Ruiz-Donoso et al., 2020), provide a comple-
mentary technique to observe Arctic clouds. While they suer from temporal and spatial
limitations similar to those of shipborne campaigns (limited area of observations, limited
time of ight), the simultaneous active and passive remote sensing measurements allow
the three-dimensional (3D) characterization of the cloud structure down to scales of a few
meters (Ruiz-Donoso et al., 2020). Additionally, aircraft can carry in-situ probes to measure
cloud microphysical properties, which are used to validate remote sensing measurements
(Gayet et al., 2009; Ehrlich et al., 2009; Delanoe et al., 2013).
1.3.1 Advantages of high spatial resolution observations
Field observations by Rangno and Hobbs (2001), Korolev and Isaac (2003b), and Field et al.
(2004) indicate that spatial inhomogeneities of the thermodynamic phase of Arctic stra-
tocumulus appear at scales of tens of meters. Characterizing these inhomogeneities at
such small scales is necessary to understand the spatial distribution of the thermodynamic
phase in dierent meteorological scenarios (Korolev et al., 2017). Quantifying the cloud
variability was used to improve the representation of these clouds in models (e.g., Roesler
et al., 2017; Schäfer et al., 2018; Neggers et al., 2019; Schemann and Ebell, 2020). However,
the analysis of small-scale microphysical inhomogeneities of Arctic stratus is challenging.
Global climate models (GCMs) typically have horizontal and vertical grid sizes of 100 km
and 1 km, respectively (Tan and Storelvmo, 2016). Global reanalysis products are provided
with a horizontal grid typically larger than 40 km (Lindsay et al., 2014). This coarse spa-
tial resolution cannot resolve in-cloud microphysical and dynamical processes, such as the
updraft and downdraft motions. Therefore, these processes need to be parameterized in
numerical models (Field et al., 2004; Klein et al., 2009). Cloud resolving models (1 km hori-
zontal and 30 m vertical resolution; Luo et al., 2008), and large eddy simulations (LES, below
100 m horizontal and 15 m vertical resolution; Loewe et al., 2017) resolve small-scale cloud
processes and are used to improve the GCMs subgrid mixed-phase cloud parameterization.
To evaluate the performance of these high resolution simulations, adequately resolved ob-
servations are needed (e.g., Werner et al., 2014; Roesler et al., 2017; Schäfer et al., 2018;
Egerer et al., 2019; Neggers et al., 2019; Schemann and Ebell, 2020).
In the past, the observation of the thermodynamic phase transitions associated with small-
scale cloud structures down to horizontal scales of 10 m was challenging due to limita-
tions of the measurement methods. Passive and active satellite-borne remote sensing tech-
niques have typical resolutions coarser than 250 m (Stephens et al., 2002). Ground-based
active cloud remote sensing methods (lidar and radar) typically operate with vertical res-
olution of about 50 m and require averaging intervals of 10 s (Kollias et al., 2007; Maahn
et al., 2015), which, depending on wind speed, may smooth horizontal inhomogeneities
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(Marchand et al., 2007). Similarly, airborne in situ measurements of cloud microphysical
properties require averaging periods of at least 1 s, integrating over scales of 50 m at a typ-
ical ight speed of 50 m s−1 (Mioche et al., 2017), and therefore, potentially mix individual
pockets of ice crystals and liquid water droplets. Airborne active radar and lidar measure-
ments also average over along-track distances of about 50 m (1 s at 50 m s−1 ight speed;
Stachlewska et al., 2010; Mech et al., 2019). Airborne imaging remote sensing techniques
have the potential to map the cloud top geometry in high spatial resolution. Solar radiation
measurements by spectral imagers provide data with an spatial resolution of down to a few
meters. Based on this measurement approach, Schäfer et al. (2013) and Bierwirth et al.
(2013) retrieved two-dimensional (2D) elds of cloud optical thickness resolving changes
in spatial scales smaller than 50 m, which are associated with the evaporation of cloud
particles in downdraft regions. As in Schäfer et al. (2017), 2D observations by spectral
images provide the adequate resolution to evaluate the spatial distribution of cloud elds
generated by LES.
For selected cases, Thompson et al. (2016) illustrated the potential of spectral imagers to re-
trieve 2D highly spatially resolved elds of cloud thermodynamic phase. The identication
of mixed-phase cloud regions, however, was based on the assumption of homogeneously
mixed clouds and did not consider the vertical distributions of the ice crystals and liquid
water droplets. Due to the passive measurement principle of imaging spectrometers, the
measurements integrate over the entire cloud column, although they are dominated by the
cloud properties close to the cloud top (Platnick, 2000). They commonly cannot resolve the
clouds vertically. Therefore, to avoid misclassications, the information about the cloud
vertical structure provided by active remote sensing is needed to interpret passive remote
sensing measurements of reected solar radiation. Additionally, the 3D characterization of
the cloud structure combining vertical proles observed with active remote sensing tech-
niques with passively sensed horizontal elds can test whether 3D cloud elds simulated
with LES reproduce the observations.
1.3.2 Thermodynamic phase discrimination with remote sensing
Cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination based on active remote sensing techniques
makes use of the dierent sensitivities of radar and lidar signals towards ice crystals and
liquid water droplets. Whereas radar signals are dominated by large particles, such ice
crystals, lidar signals get attenuated by high concentrations of small particles, as liquid
droplets (Hogan et al., 2004; Shupe, 2007; Kalesse et al., 2016). These dierent sensitivities
are exploited by algorithms like DARDAR (radar-lidar; Delanoë and Hogan, 2008; Delanoë
and Hogan, 2010; Ceccaldi et al., 2013) or CLOUDNET (Illingworth et al., 2007), which
use synergetic radar and lidar observations to characterize the vertical distribution of the
thermodynamic phase inside the clouds.
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The classication of the thermodynamic phase of clouds based on passive spectral remote
sensing techniques relies on the dierent absorption features of solar radiation by liquid
water and ice (Ehrlich et al., 2008a). Despite both thermodynamic phases being formed
by H2O molecules, the original molecular water vapor absorption bands are broadened
and shifted dierently in the liquid and solid phases, as a result of dierent intermolecu-
lar forces. Whereas for the liquid phase this fact shifts the absorption peaks in the near-
infrared region towards shorter wavelengths, the equivalent peaks are displaced towards
longer wavelengths for the solid phase (Goody and Lung, 1995). The intensity of the ab-
sorption is determined by the imaginary part of the refractive index, ni, of each thermody-
namic phase (Fig. 1.5). Any spectral region presenting signicant dierences between the
ni of liquid water and ice is eligible for thermodynamic phase discrimination. Traditionally,
due to instrumental constrains, the spectral region between 1400 nm and 1800 nm has been
exploited for the denition of so-called phase indices, used for the thermodynamic phase
discrimination of satellite-borne (e.g., Pilewskie and Twomey, 1987; Chylek and Borel, 2004;
Acarreta et al., 2004) and airborne (e.g., Ehrlich et al., 2008b; Jäkel et al., 2013; Thompson
et al., 2016) passive remote sensing measurements. These indices provide a reliable classi-
cation of pure thermodynamic phase situations (Ehrlich et al., 2008b), but they struggle
to discriminate between pure-phase and mixed-phase clouds (Thompson et al., 2016; Ruiz-
Donoso et al., 2020).







































Figure 1.5: Imaginary part of the refractive index ni of liquid water (Segelstein, 1981) and ice (War-
ren and Brandt, 2008) in the near infrared spectral region. The shaded area indicates the spectral
range traditionally used for thermodynamic phase discrimination based on solar passive remote
sensing.
The thermodynamic phase discrimination is a common prerequisite in the retrieval of fur-
ther cloud optical and microphysical properties, such as the cloud optical thickness or the
cloud particle eective radius (Platnick et al., 2017). However, passive remote sensing meas-
urements are not equally sensitive throughout the entire vertical cloud column: most of the
signal stems from regions cloud top (Platnick, 2000). Thus, they do not provide a view into
the vertical structure of the cloud, which needs to be considered in the interpretation of
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the retrieval results by passive remote sensing (Coopman et al., 2019). The combination of
passive imaging remote sensing and active methods, such as radar and lidar, opens up the
possibility of characterizing the three-dimensional cloud structure (Delanoë and Hogan,
2010; Oreopoulos et al., 2017; Andronache, 2018).
1.4 Objectives and outline
To enable investigations of dierent dynamic processes impacting the spatial organization
of mixed-phase clouds, this thesis aims to characterize the optical and microphysical prop-
erties associated to the small scale-structures (≤ 10 m) observed on the cloud top of Arctic
low-level stratocumulus, and their relation with the small-scale horizontal variability of the
cloud thermodynamic phase. The vertical distribution of the cloud thermodynamic phase
is used to identify mixed-phase clouds, and to investigate dierences in the small-scale
organization of the thermodynamic phase at cloud top occurring under dierent environ-
mental conditions.
The thesis is based on measurements of horizontal elds of spectral radiances reected
by the cloud tops. The observations were collected with the Airborne Imaging Spectro-
meter for Applications (AISA) Hawk instrument (Pu, 2017; Ruiz-Donoso et al., 2020), com-
bined with measurements of the Spectral Modular Airborne Radiation measurement sys-
Tem (SMART Albedometer; Wendisch et al., 2001; Ehrlich et al., 2019) during the Arctic
CLoud Observations Using airborne measurements during polar Day (ACLOUD) campaign
(Wendisch et al., 2019). The data were assembled with a high spatial resolution, providing
maps of the cloud top optical, microphysical and thermodynamic phase parameters. These
data are complemented by observations performed by active remote sensors, such as the
Microwave Radar/radiometer for Arctic Clouds (MiRAC Mech et al., 2019) and the Air-
borne Mobile Aerosol Lidar (AMALi Stachlewska et al., 2010). These active remote sensing
instruments provide a qualitative view into the cloud’s vertical structure. The observations
are additionally used to evaluate Large Eddy Simulations (LES).
Parts of this thesis are published by Ruiz-Donoso et al. (2020).
Chapter 2 denes relevant cloud microphysical, optical and radiative properties, which will
be used in the subsequent data analysis. In Chapter 3, the active and passive remote sensing
observations are introduced, along with the methods to analyze and interpret the data.
Chapter 4 tests the performance of traditional passive remote sensing methods for retrieval
of cloud top properties for typical Arctic clouds conditions. Their inherent limitations
are discussed, as well as ways to take advantage of them. Two measurement case studies
of Arctic low-level stratocumulus are analyzed and compared to LES in Chapter 5. The
ndings obtained from the analysis of the two case studies are subsequently applied to
provide a statistical analysis of the cloud top optical, microphysical and thermodynamic
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phase parameters derived using passive remote sensing techniques during the ACLOUD
campaign. Conclusions and outlook are presented in Chapter 7.
2 Definitions
This chapter denes the magnitudes used in this thesis. Section 2.1 introduces relevant
radiometric quantities. General cloud microphysical properties are dened in Sect. 2.2, and
Sect. 2.3 introduces cloud optical properties. These denitions follow the texts of Bohren
and Clothiaux (2006), Petty (2006), and Wendisch and Yang (2012).
2.1 Radiative quantities
Electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun propagates in form of waves that transport
energy. This energy is known as radiant energyErad and has units of J. The radiant energy
emitted in the wavelength range between λ and λ + dλ, transferred in the time interval






It has units of J s−1 nm−1 or W nm−1. The radiant energyErad does not propagate through
a single isolated point, but distributes over a surface area. Hence, the spectral radiant
energy ux Fλ, or irradiance, is dened as the Φλ that propagates through the unit of
area. Considering an innitesimally small area element d2A r̄ (where r̄ is a unitary vector








and has units of W m−2 nm−1. Fλ considers the Φλ incident over d2A r̄ originating from
all possible directions in one of the hemispheres dened by the plane perpendicular to
r̄. Alternatively, the Φλ incident over d2A r̄ from a specic direction ŝ determined by
a solid angle element, d2Ω = sin θ dθ dϕ (with θ and ϕ the zenith and azimuth angles,
respectively), yields the denition of radiance Iλ(̂s):
Iλ(̂s) =
d4Φλ
d2A d2Ω cos θ
=
d6Erad
dt dλ d2A d2Ω cos θ
. (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Geometry considered for the denition of radiance Iλ(̂s) and irradiance Fλ




Iλ(̂s) · cos θ d2Ω , (2.4)
where 2π indicates the integration over a hemisphere. Equation 2.4 can be adjusted to








I↑λ(θ, ϕ) · cos θ · sin θ dθ dϕ (2.5)





I↓λ(θ, ϕ) · cos θ · sin θ dθ dϕ. (2.6)
In case of isotropic radiation elds, where Iλ is independent of the direction of propagation,
Eq. 2.4 simplies to:
Fλ = π · Iλ. (2.7)
Ratios between these radiative properties provide means to describe the interaction of the
incident radiation with the considered media, e.g. cloud tops or the Earth surface. Hence,
the ratio between the reected upward radiance I↑λ and the downward spectral irradiance
F ↓λ incident on one specic surface denes the surface adimensional spectral albedo ρλ.
Due to the conservation of energy, ρλ ranges between 0 and 1.
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The reectivity Rλ of a surface is proportional to the ratio of I↑λ (̂s) and F
↓
λ and it is ex-
pressed as:




Unlike ρλ, Rλ can reach values above 1. In cases of isotropic radiance elds, Rλ would
coincide with ρλ, as indicated by Eq. 2.7, and its values would be limited between 0 and 1.
If the considered innitesimal element of area d2A r̄ belongs to the topmost layer of a cloud,
the magnitudes introduced in this chapter can be used to describe the interaction of the
clouds top with electromagnetic radiation.
2.2 Cloud microphysical properties
Clouds are formed by spherical droplets of liquid water or/and non-spherical ice crystals
of dierent shapes, or habits. Depending on whether the cloud is formed by liquid water
droplets only, ice crystals only or a mixture or both, the cloud thermodynamic phase is
classied as pure liquid, pure ice or mixed-phase, respectively. For both liquid droplets and
ice crystals, the number of particles contained in a 1 m3 of dry air is known as the number
concentration of liquid droplets, Nw, and ice crystals, Ni, respectively. The number of
hydrometeors N per unit volume with a diameter between D and D + dD is known as
the Particle Size Distribution (PSD) in units of m−3 and, mathematically denoted as n(D),





The PSD determines the cloud life cycle and its radiative properties, and various cloud
microphysical properties are dened based on its dierent moments.
In a cloud, the Liquid Water Content (LWC), in units of g m−3, quanties the mass of spher-
ical liquid water droplets contained in 1 m3 of dry air. Following Brenguier et al. (2011),
the LWC is proportional to the third moment of the PSD by
LWC = 4
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with the density of the liquid water %w = 0.99 g m−3. The integration of the LWC between
the altitude of the cloud base zbase and that of the cloud cloud top ztop yields the columnar





with units of g m−2.
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Similarly, the Ice Water Content (IWC), with units of g m−3, quanties the mass of non-
spherical ice crystals contained in a m3 of dry air. To calculate IWP from the particle size
distribution, the non-spherical ice crystal shape, and the ice crysal volume, needs to be
considered. As an approximation, the volume of the ice crystals VD is calculated as the
volume of a sphere with an equivalent volume - surface area ratio. Hence,






where %i = 0.92 g m−3 is the bulk ice density (Mitchell, 2002). Similar to Eq. 2.11, the Ice
Water Path (IWP), expressing the columnar mass of ice within the cloud with units of





The Total Water Content (TWC) accounts the total mass of water in liquid or ice state per
a m3 of dry air, holds units of g m−3, and follows
TWC = LWC + IWC. (2.14)
Hence, the Total Water Path (TWP), accounting for the total columnar mass of liquid water




TWC(z) dz = LWP + IWP (2.15)
The mass of liquid or ice per kg of dry air are dened by the liquid or ice mixing ratios,








where the dry air density is expressed as %dry_air = pR·T . The pressure in Pa and temperature
in K are respectively represented by p and T , and R = 287.06 J kg−1 K −1 is the specic gas
constant for dry air.
The most relevant parameter to evaluate the interaction of clouds with radiation is the
eective radius re, which provides a weighted average radius of the cloud hydrometeors.
Hence, re characterizes the size of the cloud particles. In case of spherical liquid water
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and it can be interpreted as the ratio between the volume and the surface area of the cloud
particles.
For non-spherical ice crystals, acquiring shapes as diverse as solid columns, plates, droxtals
or aggregates, among others, Yang et al. (2003), Key et al. (2002) and Mitchell (2002) dened
re based on their maximum dimensionDmax, their volume VD and their projected areaAD.






· VD(D) · dD∫ dN(D)
dD
· AD(D) · dD
, (2.18)
where VD and AD are based on a sphere with a volume - surface area equivalent to the
considered ice crystal habit (Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Yang and Liou, 2000).
2.3 Cloud optical properties
The Maxwell equations (Maxwell, 1865) describe the interaction between matter and elec-
tromagnetic radiation. Therefore, they characterize the behavior of the solar radiation
traveling through cloud particles as it undergoes scattering, absorption and emission pro-
cesses.
The scattering and absorption processes are described by three single-scattering proper-
ties: the extinction cross section Cext, the single-scattering albedo ω̃, and the scattering
phase function P . When the solar radiation interacts with individual cloud particles, these
properties are mainly determined by the cloud particle mass/cross-section area, its spectral
refractive index, and its shape and orientation. In case of spherical liquid water droplets, the
Mie theory applies (Mie, 1908; Bohren and Battan, 1980) and the single scattering properties
acquire analytical expressions. For the non-spherical ice crystals, the Maxwell equations
cannot be solved analytically and the single scattering properties need to be derived nu-
merically. Parametric spectral single scattering properties for dierent ice crystals habits
and sizes were derived by Baum et al. (2005a), Baum et al. (2005b), Yang et al. (2005) and
Baum et al. (2007).
2.3.1 Extinction cross section
The extinction cross section Cext quanties how eectively an individual particle attenu-






and, following Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2, has units of m2. The attenuated solar radiation Φext
comprises the scattering and absorption of the incident electromagnetic wave, and can be
expressed as Φext = Φsca + Φabs. Hence,




2.3.2 Single scaering albedo
The dimensionless single-scattering albedo ω̃ quanties the fraction of scattering process





and its values range between 0 (when all the incident radiation is absorbed) and 1 (when
all incident radiation is scattered). Figure 2.2a shows the spectral dependence of ω̃ for
liquid water droplets and ice crystals of dierent sizes in the visible and near infrared
spectral range. Below 1000 nm neither the liquid water droplets nor the ice crystals present
signicant absorption and ω̃ stays close to 1. Around 1400 nm and 1929 nm the liquid
water presents two pronounced absorption peaks. In the case of non-spherical ice crystals,
such peaks are displaced towards larger wavelengths. The intensity of the absorption,
represented by the depth in the peaks of ω̃, depends on the hydrometeor size (Fig. 2.2 a),
with larger particles absorbing a higher fraction of incident radiation (lower ω̃). However,
if the particle size is kept constant (Fig. 2.2 b), the depth of the ω̃ absorption features hardly
depends on the ice crystal shape.
2.3.3 Scaering phase function
The scattering phase functionP(θ, ϕ) represents the angular probability distribution of the
scattered radiation. Therefore, it indicates the probability that solar radiation coming from
a certain incident direction (µ′, ϕ′) is scattered into any direction (µ, ϕ), where µ = cos θ.




P([µ′, ϕ′], [µ, ϕ]) dµ dϕ = 4π. (2.22)
The relationship between the incident and scattering directions is determined by the scat-
tering angle ϑ by




1− µ′2 · cos (ϕ− ϕ′). (2.23)















































Figure 2.2: (a) Spectral single scattering albedo ω̃ of spherical liquid water droplets and solid
columns ice crystals of dierent re, as a function of the wavelength. (b) Spectral single scattering
albedo ω̃ of a spherical liquid water droplet and dierent ice crystals habits, all with a re of 10 µm.
In case of either azimuthal symmetry, such as for spherical liquid water droplets, or azi-
muthally averaged scattering phase functions, such as for complex ice crystal shapes, Eq.
2.23 simplies to





and the scattering phase function can be expressed as P(cosϑ).
To numerically solve the radiative transfer equation, the phase function can be expanded




gj · Pj(cosϑ). (2.25)





j (cos2 ϑ− 1)j
d cosj ϑ , (2.26)
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P(cosϑ) · Pj(cosϑ)d cosϑ. (2.27)
The coecient g1 is known as asymmetry factor.
The scattering phase functions of liquid water droplets and dierent ice crystal habits with
a re of 10 µm are shown in Fig. 2.3. Although the scattering of liquid water droplets and
ice crystals present obvious dierences, the P(ϑ) of both types of hydrometeors shows a
prominent forward scattering peak at ϑ∼ 0°. This peak is narrower but stronger for ice
crystals than for liquid droplets.
















































Figure 2.3: Azimutally averaged scattering phase functionP(ϑ) at 530 nm for populations of liquid
water droplets and ice crystals of dierent habits, with a PSD described by a Γ distributions yielding
reff = 10 µm, derived based on the library of scattering features of Yang et al. (2013). (a) shows
a zoom into 0°≤ϑ≤5°.
Regarding the sidewards scattering, the liquid water droplets present a characteristically
lowerP(ϑ) than the ice crystals. Among the ice crystals, dierent habit produce noticeable
dierences in P(ϑ).
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The dierent peaks appearing in P(ϑ) are related to diverse optical phenomena: whereas
halo structures are associated to the peaks in the ice crystals P(ϑ) at ϑ = 22° and ϑ = 46°,
the cloud bow and backscatter glory relate to the peaks at ϑ = 140° and ϑ = 180° in P(ϑ) of
liquid droplets.
2.3.4 Volumetric optical properties
The optical properties of a cloud volume are calculated weighting the single scattering
properties with the PSD and integrating over all particle sizes (Wendisch et al., 2005).








According to Eq. 2.19, bext can be expressed as
bext = bsca + babs (2.29)
where bsca and babs are the volumetric scattering and absorption coecients, respectively.
The extinction coecient bext,mix for mixtures of liquid water droplets and ice crystals, as
it occurs in mixed-phase clouds, is dened by Stamnes (1986) as:
bext,mix = bext,w + bext,i, (2.30)
where the subindex w indicates liquid water, and the subindex i ice.
The integration of bext between the cloud base and the cloud top altitudes yields the optical
thickness τ . It characterizes the cloud opacity, i.e. the attenuation of incident radiation





Following Eq. 2.30, for mixtures of liquid droplets and ice, the total cloud optical thickness
τmix can be expressed as (Sun and Shine, 1994):
τmix = τw + τi, (2.32)
with τw the optical thickness for liquid droplets, and τi the one for ice crystals.









For a mixed-phase cloud, the volumetric single scattering albedo 〈ω̃〉mix, is inuenced by
the single scattering albedo of the liquid droplets 〈ω̃〉w and of the ice crystals 〈ω̃〉i, and can
be calculated as (Sun and Shine, 1994)
〈ω̃〉mix =
〈ω̃〉w · τw + 〈ω̃〉i · τi
τmix
. (2.34)








In case of mixed phases, the volumetric cloud phase function 〈Pmix(ϑ)〉 can be calculated
based on the volumetric phase function of the liquid droplets 〈Pw(ϑ)〉 and of the ice crystals
〈Pi(ϑ)〉 by (Stamnes, 1986):
〈Pmix(ϑ)〉 =
bscaw · 〈Pw(ϑ)〉+ bscai · 〈Pi(ϑ)〉
bw + bi
(2.36)
3 Observations and methods
This chapter introduces the ACLOUD campaign (Sect. 3.1) and the remote sensing in-
struments (Sect. 3.2) applied in this work. One and three-dimensional (1D, 3D) radiative
transfer simulations, along with their respective application, are described in Sect. 3.4 and
Sect. 3.5. Finally, Sect. 3.6 introduces the Large Eddy Simulations (LES) setup.
3.1 ACLOUD campaign
The Arctic CLoud Observations Using airborne measurements during polar Day (ACLOUD,
Knudsen et al., 2018; Wendisch et al., 2019; Ehrlich et al., 2019) campaign was performed
to improve the understanding of the role of Arctic low and mid-level clouds in Arctic amp-
lication. It took place in the vicinity of the Svalbard archipelago between 23 May and
26 June 2017. During ACLOUD, active and passive remote sensing instruments were de-
ployed on board the research aircraft Polar 5 while, simultaneously, in-situ observations
were carried out by the research aircraft Polar 6 of the Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz-
Center for Polar and Marine Research (AWI; Wesche et al., 2016). The collocation of these
measurement techniques permits the validation of the remote sensing with in-situ obser-
vations. This study makes use of the particle size distribution of hydrometeors with sizes
between 5 µm and 45 µm provided by the Small Ice Detector (SID-3, Vochezer et al., 2016),
installed among the in-situ probes on board Polar 6. In total, 22 research ights were per-
formed above the transition zone between open ocean and sea ice. The corresponding
ight tracks are presented in Fig. 3.1. During each ight, dropsondes were launched and
proles of temperature and relative humidity between Polar 5 and the surface at dierent
locations were acquired.
The synoptic situation changed within the campaign period. Knudsen et al. (2018) ob-
served that, during the ACLOUD campaign, short-term synoptic variability was substan-
tial and dominated over the seasonal cycle. Based on this, Knudsen et al. (2018) classied
the ACLOUD campaign into a cold (May 23 - May 29), a warm (May 30 - June 12), and
a neutral period (June 13 - June 26). Figure 3.1 shows three MODIS true color images
acquired within each of the ACLOUD periods, including the corresponding ight tracks.
During the cold period, the Svalbard region was aected by a northerly cold air outbreak,
leading to the development of low-level clouds over the warm open ocean. Over the Fram
Strait, these clouds organized in a roll convective structure, forming typical cloud streets.
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Figure 3.1: ACLOUD ight tracks corresponding to (a) the cold, (b) the warm and (c) the nor-
mal periods, over MODIS true color images (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/, last access: 28
August 2020) sampled during each period (26 May, 11 June and 23 June, correspondingly).
During the warm period, a high pressure system south of Svalbard advected warm air from
the south over the archipelago, leading to the development of low-level, optically thick and
homogeneous stratocumuli. Cold air outbreaks and warm air advections are phenomena
often aecting the Arctic regions (Pithan et al., 2018; Sedlar and Tjernström, 2017; Woods
et al., 2013; Kolstad et al., 2009; Fletcher et al., 2016). The ACLOUD campaign, comprising
a unique set of synergetic observations of clouds occurring under both a cold air outbreak
and a warm air advection, constitutes an ideal test-bed to study in detail the cloudiness
arising under each situation and contrast their characteristics.
3.2 Instrumentation
Passive remote sensing observes radiation that is naturally reected or emitted by the tar-
get of study (the cloud top surface, in this case). Active remote sensing instruments emit
radiation directed towards the target of study, and sample the radiation reected or backs-
catter by it. The following sections focus on passive instruments detecting solar radiation
(spectrometers) reected by the cloud top surfaces, and on active instruments operating in
the microwave (radar) and in the visible (lidar) spectral ranges. Polar 5, and the passive and
active remote sensing instrumentation deployed during ACLOUD are shown in Fig. 3.2
3.2.1 Passive remote sensing: AISA Hawk and SMART
During ACLOUD, spectral solar radiation reected by cloud tops was measured with the
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Figure 3.2: Polar 5 and the remote sensing instruments during ACLOUD. AMALi and MiRAC pho-
tos courtesy of Birte Solveig Kulla and Pavel Krobot (University of Cologne).
Imaging Spectrometer for Applications (AISA) Hawk (Pu, 2017; Ehrlich et al., 2019; Ruiz-
Donoso et al., 2020) and the Spectral Modular Airborne Radiation measurement sysTem
(SMART Albedometer; Wendisch et al., 2001; Ehrlich et al., 2019).
AISA Hawk consists of a downward-viewing pushbroom sensor aligned across the ight
track in order to measure 2D elds of upward radiance (I↑λ), reected by the clouds and sur-
face. With 384 across-track pixels, and a 36°eld of view (FOV) AISA Hawk samples with
a frequency of 20-30 Hz. For a vertical distance between aircraft and cloud top of 1 km, this
results in a spatial resolution of roughly 2 m. Each pixel contains spectral measurements
between 930 nm and 2550 nm wavelength in 288 channels, with an average spectral resol-
ution (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of about 10 nm. The measurement geometry
of AISA Hawk, together with an exemplary 2D eld of I↑1240, is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Prior to ACLOUD, the raw signal measured by AISA Hawk was calibrated to radiance units
(W m−2 sr−1) using an integrating sphere with certied radiance standard. The dark cur-
rent is automatically substracted from the measurements thanks to an integrated shutter
(Schäfer et al., 2013; Ehrlich et al., 2019). Considering uncertainties due to the calibration,
and noise in the measured signal, the uncertainty in the measured radiance is estimated to
be about 6 % (Schäfer et al., 2013; Ruiz-Donoso et al., 2020). The reected radiance elds
measured by AISA Hawk during ACLOUD, ltered for straight legs and subsequently used
in the results presented in this thesis, are published by Ruiz-Donoso et al. (2019).
To analyze the observations, the geometry of each AISA Hawk pixel needs to be charac-
terized considering the aircraft attitude. The airplane attitude is dened by turns around


























































Figure 3.3: (a) Measurement geometry of AISA Hawk during ACLOUD. (b) Exemplary 2D eld of
I↑1240 acquired over open ocean on 16 June 2017 during Flight 18. (c) I
↑
λ spectrum corresponding to
the pixel indicated with a red square in (b).
three axis: the aircraft longitudinal axis, or roll axis, dening the roll angle φ; the axis along
the aircraft wings, or pitch axis, dening the pitch angle, Θ; and the axis perpendicular to
the plane dened by the two previous axis, or yaw axis, determining the yaw angle ψ. To
ensure the quality of the AISA Hawk measurements, only measurements where the ight
altitude is kept constant are considered. In such cases, Θ = 0° and no pitch correction is
needed.
If the aircraft turns around the roll axis, it produces a bias in the viewing angle γi of every
pixel i of AISA Hawk (1≤ i≤ 384), which need to be corrected for the roll-angle φ. This
situation is illustrated by Fig. 3.4. The viewing angle of each AISA Hawk pixel is calculated
knowing that the sensor chip has a width of SWAISA Hawk = 9.2 mm. Consequently, each




= 2.4 · 10−2 mm. (3.1)
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Figure 3.4: Aircraft-sensor geometry for the roll angle φ correction of the viewing angle, γi of each
AISA Hawk pixel. The aircraft ies parallel to the Earth surface in (a), and with a roll angle φ in
(b). The corrected viewing angle of every pixel is indicated by γi,corr.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, when considering the aircraft roll angle φ, the corrected viewing
angle of each AISA Hawk pixel γi,corr takes the form:
γi,corr = γi + φ, (3.3)
with φ≥0 when the aircraft right wing is directed downwards. Making Eq. 3.3 equal to 0,
yields the position inadir of the nadir pixel in every AISA Hawk measurement:
inadir =
F tan(−φ) + 0.5 · SWAISA Hawk
PWAISA Hawk
− 0.5, (3.4)
with 1≤ inadir≤ 384.
Turns of the aircraft around the yaw axis determine the aircraft heading direction, in-
dicated by the yaw angle ψ. This denes the azimuthal orientation of each pixel of AISA
Hawk. Assuming the south direction as origin of coordinates, the respective aircraft-sensor
geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Depending on whether a pixel is located rightwards or leftwards with respect to the nadir
pixel, determined by Eq. 3.4, its azimuth angle relates to the aircraft yaw angle ψ by
ψright = ψ + 90 Right pixels
ψleft = ψ − 90 Left pixels
(3.5)
For radiative transfer applications, the relative azimuth of every pixel is calculated. The
relative azimuth is dened as the dierence between the solar azimuth angle SAA and the
yaw-angle corrected azimuth of each individual pixel (SAA - ψright in case of pixels right
of nadir, and SAA - ψleft for pixels left of nadir).
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Figure 3.5: Aircraft-sensor geometry for the azimuth angle calculation of the pixels of AISA Hawk,
ψright or ψleft, depending on their position relative to the nadir pixel. Two dierent situations are
illustrated: (a) aircraft ying northwards, ψ = 180°, and (b) aircraft ying towards northeast with
a yaw angle ψ.
Simultaneous to AISA Hawk, the SMART Albedometer measures upward and downward
spectral irradiance (F ↑λ , F
↓
λ ) in the solar spectral range (between 400 nm and 2155 nm) with
a frequency of 2 Hz and an 8 % uncertainty (Bierwirth et al., 2013). The measurements are
performed by two dierent types of grating spectrometers, with a resolution (FWHM) of
2-3 nm between 400 and 920 nm in 1024 spectral bands, and of 12-15 nm between 920 and
2155 nm in 256 spectral bands. The observations of SMART acquired during the ACLOUD
campaign were published by Jäkel et al. (2019).
Two-dimensional elds of spectral cloud top reectivity (Rλ) are obtained by combining
the reected radiance elds detected by AISA Hawk with the simultaneous F ↓λ acquired by
SMART, using Eq. 2.8.
3.2.2 Active remote sensing: MiRAC and AMALi
The Microwave Radar/radiometer for Arctic Clouds (MiRAC; Mech et al., 2019) and the
Airborne Mobile Aerosol Lidar (AMALi; Stachlewska et al., 2010) were deployed on board
Polar 5 during ACLOUD, together with the passive remote sensing instruments AISA Hawk
and SMART (see 3.2.1). Their combined measurements provide information about the ver-
tical distribution of the cloud thermodynamic phase.
MiRAC was deployed downward-looking in a belly pod under Polar 5 with an inclination
angle of about 25°, in order to reduce the strong backscattered signal by the surface. It con-
sists of a single vertically polarized Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) cloud
radar, with an active channel at 94 GHz and an additional passive broadband channel at
89 GHz. The 94 GHz channel provides vertically resolved proles of radar reectivity with
an uncertainty of 0.5 dB (Mech et al., 2019) and with a vertical spatial resolution varying
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between 4 and 30 m. It provides information on the vertical structure and characteristics of
the Arctic clouds and precipitation down to 150 m above the surface. MiRAC was operated
with a measurement frequency of 1 s. The passive 89 GHz channel is exploited for LWP
retrieval, due to the strong emission of liquid water at this frequency. However, over ice
surfaces, this is specially challenging due to the strong and highly variably emissivity of
the surface.
The radar reectivity, Z , of a distribution of Rayleigh-scattering liquid water droplets







with |K|2 the dielectric factor of liquid water, |K0|2 the dielectric factor or liquid water at
0°C, and n(D) the PSD, dened as in Eq. 2.9. For ice clouds, considering a homogeneous
mixture of ice and air, Z is normally expressed based on spherical particles of diameter D






n(D) · |K|2 ·D6 ·Υ(D)dD, (3.7)
with Υ(D) the Mie-to-Rayleigh backscatter ratio. In case of mixtures of liquid and ice, due
to its proportionality to the sixth power of the PSD, Z is most sensitive to large particles,
such as ice crystals (Hogan and O’Conner, 2004; Shupe, 2007; Kalesse et al., 2016). There-
fore, it can be used as an indicator of the vertical location of large ice crystals in mixed-
phase clouds. The measurements of MiRAC used in this work were published by Kliesch
and Mech (2019).
The backscatter lidar of AMALi consists of one ultraviolet unpolarized channel at 355 nm,
and two perpendicularly polarized visible channels at 532 nm. Their signal, once converted
to attenuated backscatter coecients, depolarization ratio at 532 nm, and color ratio (532-
355 nm), provide information on cloud and aerosol particles. On board Polar 5, AMALi
was operated downward-looking, therefore probing the atmosphere between the aircraft
and the surface. The data acquired by AMALi have a frequency of 1 Hz and 7.5 m vertical
resolution.
The AMALi backscatter coecient at 532 nm β532 for a particle population with a PSD n(r),
dened in terms of the particles radii r, located at a distance z is dened as (Groetsch, 1993;




πr2 ·Qπ(r, λ, n) · n(r, z)dr, (3.8)
where Qπ is the Mie backscatter eciency factor at 532 nm, and n the refractive index.
The backscatter coecient can be separated into its molecular component βmol532 , due to
the Rayleigh scattering by the gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, and its particle
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component βpart532 , due to Mie scattering of aerosols and cloud particles. The lidar backscatter







A BSR value of 20, 20 times larger than the signal produced by clean air and much higher
than any signal produced by aerosols (Gutleben et al., 2019), is used as a threshold to dis-
criminate cloudy regions from aerosol or clean air areas. The BSR signal is strongly atten-
uated by high concentrations of small particles, being able to penetrate into clouds only
up to an optical thickness of about 3 (McGill et al., 2004; Dupont et al., 2010). Thus, it
identies the location of small supercooled liquid water droplets close to the cloud top in
mixed-phase clouds (Illingworth et al., 2007; Dupont et al., 2010; Mioche et al., 2015). The
measurements of AMALi presented here were published by Neuber et al. (2019).
Thanks to the dierent sensitivities of MiRAC and AMALi to the particle size, with the
radar signal being dominated by large particles, and the lidar signal being strongly attenu-
ated by large populations of small particles, this thesis used combined radar-lidar proles
to qualitatively characterize the vertical distribution of thermodynamic phase in Arctic
mixed-phase clouds. Whereas relative increments in the radar reectivity Z are inter-
preted as regions where large particles, most likely ice crystals, dominate, the lidar BSR
signal determines the cloud top geometry and indicates the existence and thickness of up-
permost liquid water layers (e.g., Delanoë and Hogan, 2010; Mioche et al., 2015; Bühl et al.,
2016; Kalesse et al., 2016). The qualitative vertical proles of thermodynamic phase were
subsequently employed to interpret the observations of AISA Hawk.
3.3 Slope phase index
Phase indices make use of spectral passive remote sensing measurements to provide an
estimation of the clouds thermodynamic phase. Two indices exploiting the dierences
between the absorption of solar radiation by liquid water and ice are introduced.
3.3.1 Absorption band at 1550 - 1700 nm
The cloud top reectivityRλ in the spectral range between λa = 1550 nm and λb = 1700 nm,
characterized by the dierent absorption features of liquid water and ice, is used to discrim-
inate the cloud thermodynamic phase (Pilewskie and Twomey, 1987; Chylek and Borel,
2004; Jäkel et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2016). The spectral dierences in the cloud top
reectivity of pure liquid and pure ice clouds are illustrated in Fig. 3.6. To identify the cloud
phase, Ehrlich et al. (2008a) dened the slope phase index Is, which quanties the spectral
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slope of the cloud top reectivity in this spectral region and is sensitive to the amount of
ice crystals and liquid water droplets close to cloud top:









The slope phase index Is values typically range between -10 and 80. A threshold value of
20 has traditionally been used to discriminate between pure liquid water (Is < 20) and pure
ice or mixed-phase (Is > 20), close to cloud top (Ehrlich et al., 2009). By applying Eq. (3.10)
to the AISA Hawk measurements, elds of Is are generated, which resolve the horizontal
distribution of the thermodynamic phase of the cloud uppermost 200 m layer, typically
corresponding to an in-cloud optical thickness of about 5 (Platnick, 2000; Ehrlich, 2009;
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Figure 3.6: NIR reectivity spectra of a pure liquid water cloud (re = 10 µm) and a pure ice cloud
(re = 28 µm) in the spectral range covered by AISA Hawk. The shaded areas indicate the spectral
regions used to dene the slope phase indices Is and I ′s. The dark red and blue dashed lines indicate
the linear t of the liquid and ice cloud spectra between 1550 and 1700 nm, and between 2100 and
2250 nm, respectively.
3.3.2 Absorption band at 1760 - 2250 nm
Any spectral region where the imaginary part of the refractive index of liquid water ni,liquid
and ice ni,ice present signicant dierences is appropriate to discriminate the clouds ther-
modynamic phase. Besides the absorption band around 1640 nm used to dene Is, the
spectral range measured by AISA Hawk (930 - 2550 nm) contains a second absorption band
suitable for this purpose, between 1760 nm and 2250 nm. Employing a parallel formulation
to Is, an alternative slope phase index I ′s is dened for this spectral range by
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with λa = 2100 nm and λb = 2250 nm in this case. Figure 3.6 presents the dierences in the
selected spectral range between the sample spectra of a pure liquid water and a pure ice
cloud.
3.4 One-dimensional radiative transfer simulations
The interpretation of the reectivity, Rλ, and slope phase index, Is, observed by AISA
Hawk relies on one-dimensional radiative transfer simulations. They were performed
with the Library for Radiative transfer (libRadtran) code (Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Emde
et al., 2016) and applied the radiative transfer solver FDISORT2 (Discrete Ordinate Radi-
ative Transfer) introduced by Stamnes et al. (2000). To reproduce the measurement con-
ditions during ACLOUD, the standard sub-Arctic summer atmospheric prole provided
by libRadtran was employed, together with temperature and water vapor proles meas-
ured by dropsondes released during the respective ights close to the measurement sites
(Ehrlich et al., 2019). A maritime aerosol type and the surface albedo of open ocean were
selected (Shettle, 1990). Cloud macrophysical and microphysical parameters were varied
for dierent applications, as explained in the following sections. To calculate the optical
properties of the cloud particles, the simulations of liquid water clouds implemented the
Mie theory, whereas those including ice clouds assumed columnar ice crystals and applied
the “Hey” parameterization, based on Yang et al. (2000), to convert microphysical into op-
tical properties. Regarding the cloud top reectivity, Ehrlich et al. (2008a,b) found that
the inuence of the ice crystal shape is of minor importance compared to the impact of
the particle size, which was conrmed by additional simulations considering dierent ice
crystal habits. Hence, the assumption of columns is considered sucient to account for the
non-sphericity eects of the ice crystals. The solar zenith angle (SZA) of the simulations
was adjusted to the location and acquisition time of each specic measurement.
3.4.1 Convolution of instrument slit function
The reected radiance spectra simulated with libRadtran consider the radiance at every
single wavelength to be purely monochromatic. In contrast, the radiance measured by
AISA Hawk and SMART, at their corresponding 288 and 1280 spectral pixels, has a certain
bandwidth and it is an average of wavelengths adjacent to the band center. The width of
each spectral band in a spectrometer is characterized by the gaussian slit function, SF, often
expressed in terms of its full width at half maximum (FWHM). The FWHM expresses the
∆λ between the two wavelengths where the SF acquires half its maximum value, and it
represents the spectral resolution of the considered sensor (Wendisch and Brenguier, 2013).
In order to compare the measurements of AISA Hawk and SMART with the simulations of
libRadtran, the latter need to be convolved to the instrumental spectral response using the
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slit function. The FWHM is not necessarily independent on the spectral pixel itself. For
SMART a xed FWHM is assumed, whereas for AISA Hawk, the FWHM varies signicantly
with λ.
The slit functions of SMART are represented by Gaussian functions centered in 0 mean















The the near infrared (NIR) spectrometer of SMART has a resolution dened by a
FWHM = 12 nm. The resulting SF is shown in Fig. 3.7b.
To be compared with the downwards irradiance measurements of SMART, a n-element
F ↓sim spectrum simulated with libRadtran needs to be convolved to the m-element SMART



















) if 0 ≤ j + i−m/2 < n− 1,




where 0≤ j≤ n-1.
Whereas SFSMART remains unchanged in the considered spectral region, AISA Hawk
presents a variable SFAISA Hawk, with a spectrally dependent FWHM, as shown in Fig. 3.7a.
Therefore, the jth SFAISA Hawk, j centered at λj, takes the form







with σj related to FHWMj by Eq. 3.13. The spectral variability of the FWHM associated to
the SF of AISA Hawk is shown in Fig. 3.7b.
Similar to SMART, to compare a spectra of upwards radiance simulated with libRadtran
I↑sim with the observations of AISA Hawk, the simulation needs to be convolved to the
sensor slit function SFAISA Hawk, j. In this case, the convolved spectrum, I↑conv must consider
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Figure 3.7: (a) Spectrally constant FWHM of SMART (gray) and spectrally variable FWHM of AISA
Hawk slit functions (dark blue). The dashed blue line indicates the average FWHM of the AISA
Hawk slit functions (10 nm). (b) Slit function of SMART, with its FWHM (12 nm) represented by
the gray dashed line, and average slit function of AISA Hawk, with its FWHM (10 nm) represented
by the dashed light blue line.
the wavelength dependence of the slit function. Therefore, the jth (0≤ j≤n-1) element of
















) if 0 ≤ i < n− 1




The limits j-20≤ i≤ j+20 avoid computational errors.
Figure 3.8 displays how the described convolution methods aect the simulated spectra. In
Fig. 3.8a the dierence between the raw simulation of a downwards irradiance spectrum,
simulated as acquired at an altitude of 3000 m with a SZA of 60°, and the convolved spec-
trum after applying Eq. 3.14, as if measured by the SMART albedometer, is shown. The
convolved spectra is smoothed with respect to the original one. The spectral relative dif-







the largest impact of the convolution to occurr in the water vapor absorption bands, where
dierences up to 60 % appear. Similarly, Fig. 3.8b compares the raw simulation of the radi-
ance reected by the top surface of a cloud located between 600 m and 800 m of altitude,
as if measured at 3000 m altitude with a SZA of 60°, with its corresponding convolved ver-
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sion using Eq. 3.16, as if observed by AISA Hawk. Similar to what occurred to the SMART
albedometer case, the convolved spectrum is smoother than the raw one. Neglecting the
convolution leads to larger dierences in this case. In the water vapor absorption band,





























































































































Figure 3.8: (a) Comparison of a raw libRadtran simulated downwards radiance spectra, as if meas-
ured by SMART, with its convolved counterpart. (b) Similar than in (a), but for upwards radiance
spectra as if measured by AISA Hawk. The relative dierence between the raw and the convolved
spectra for each case are respectively shown in (c) and (d).
3.4.2 Retrieval of optical and microphysical properties
The cloud thermodynamic phase classication is a prerequisite to ensure the correct re-
trieval of further cloud properties, such the as optical thickness τ and the eective radius
re of the droplets or ice crystals (Platnick et al., 2003; Riedi et al., 2010; Platnick et al.,
2017).
Extending the work of Bierwirth et al. (2013) and Schäfer et al. (2013) to the near infrared
spectral range, the spectral cloud top radiance elds measured by AISA Hawk were used
to simultaneously retrieve elds of optical thickness τ and eective radius re. For this
purpose, the radiance I↑1240 at a wavelength of 1240 nm, where scattering is dominating and
which is sensitive to the cloud optical thickness, is combined with I↑1625 at a wavelength
of 1625 nm, dominated by the absorption of solar radiation and inuenced mainly by the
particle size (Nakajima and King, 1990). To retrieve τ and re, clouds with Is≤ 20 are tradi-
tionally considered to be pure liquid water clouds, and Is > 20 to contain ice (Ehrlich et al.,
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2008a). However, such a static Is threshold may lead to inaccuracies (Ruiz-Donoso et al.,
2020). In this thesis, all radiative transfer simulations consider pure liquid water clouds.
Discrepancies in the observations with respect to typical characteristic of pure liquid water
clouds are used to identify the ice in mixed-phase clouds. Therefore, the measurements of
I↑1240 and I
↑
1625 of AISA Hawk are compared with simulations of plane-parallel pure liquid
water clouds with a homogeneously mixed vertical prole.



































Figure 3.9: Sample LUT for simultaneous retrieval of τ and re. Black lines connect simulations
with similar re, and blue lines connect simulations of similar τ . The LUT considers a cloud top
height of 925 m above the sea level, SZA = 60°, SAA = 335.4° (origin of coordinates in the South),
φ = -0.36°, and ψ = 129.6°, reproducing the observation conditions of an exemplary AISA Hawk
measurement (red).
The simulations are adapted to the specic observation geometry of each AISA Hawk
pixel, considering the sun-sensor-aircraft geometry described by Eqs. 3.1 - 3.5. Look-up
tables (LUT) of reected radiance are subsequently simulated to retrieve the clouds optical
thickness τ and re. To reduce the retrieval uncertainties, the radiance ratio approach by
Werner et al. (2013) was applied. Therefore, the LUTs consist of cloud top reected I↑1240
and I↑1625/I
↑
1240 simulated for various combinations of cloud optical thickness (0≤ τ ≤ 76)
and eective radius (4 µm≤ re≤ 24 µm). Beginning with an initial guess for τ and re, the
corresponding cloud τ and re are retrieved iteratively interpolating the measurements of
AISA Hawk to the LUT. A number of i = 10 iterations was found to be sucient to reach
a convergence in | τi − τi-1 | /τi · 100 ≤ 1 %. A sample LUT adjusted to the corresponding
sun-sensor geometry of one specic AISA Hawk measurement is shown in Fig. 3.9. For a
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xed re, I↑1240 increases with the cloud optical thickness, whereas, for a xed τ value, the
ratio I↑1625/I
↑
1240 decreases with increasing re.
For clouds with a homogeneous vertical prole, the 2D elds of τ and re, retrieved at cloud
top, yield elds of cloud LWP by (Kokhanovsky, 2004):
LWP = 23 · ρw · τ · re, (3.17)
with ρw = 0.997 · 10−6 g m−3 the bulk density of the liquid water.
3.5 Three-dimensional radiative transfer simulations
Clouds are inhomogeneous. The altitude of the cloud top, the TWP and thermodynamic
phase distribution present spatial variability. The measurements of AISA Hawk, with pixel
sizes down to 2 m, suer from horizontal transport of photons among adjacent pixels. Ad-
ditionally, the top of the clouds is never at, as it is assumed by 1D radiative transfer simu-
lations. It presents a three dimensional geometry with structures that, in their illuminated
sides, reect a larger amount of radiation compared to their analogous plane-parallel cases,
but reect a smaller fraction of radiation than the latter in shadowed regions.
To quantify how strongly the observations and retrieved cloud properties are aected by
3D radiative eects, 3D radiative transfer simulations are performed with the Monte Carlo
Atmospheric Radiative Transfer simulator (MCARaTS Iwabuchi, 2006; Wang et al., 2012).
MCARaTS is based on the forward-propagating Monte Carlo photon algorithm, which sim-
ulates the 3D radiative transfer in the atmosphere (Schäfer et al., 2015). Proles of atmo-
spheric trace gases, provided by the standard sub-Arctic summer prole of libRadtran, are
interpolated to the pressure levels considered in the simulations. At each atmospheric
level, the temperature and optical properties (extinction coecient, single-scattering al-
bedo and phase function) of the clouds and trace gases are considered. Two dimensional
synthetic cloud proles of LWC (or IWC) and re,liquid (or re,ice), with 14 m horizontal res-
olution, are used as input to MCARaTS. The simulations of liquid water clouds follow the
Mie theory, and those containing ice assume the mixture of ice crystal habits from Baum
et al. (2014). The simulated clouds were placed over the dark surface of the open ocean.
The considered solar and observational angles take into consideration the measurements
conditions of each specic case.
Monte Carlo radiative transfer is computationally expensive due to the abundant ray tra-
cing necessary to reproduce each photon collision. Additionally, radiance computation fail
to reproduce the the sharp peak of the Mie scattering phase function due to signicant
noise. To solve these issues, MCARaTS uses dierent variance reduction methods, and re-
turns as output 2D elds of cloud top reected upwards radiance I↑λ, with 14 m horizontal
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resolution, at the wavelengths relevant for the cloud top properties of interest (i.e. 1240 nm
for R1240 and τ ; 1550 nm≤λ≤1700 nm for Is; and 1625 nm for re).
3.6 Large Eddy Simulations
Simulations of Arctic clouds with cloud resolving models are common to gain knowledge
on the processes determining their spatial organization and life cycle (e.g. Possner et al.,
2017; Neggers et al., 2019; Eirund et al., 2019a,b; Schemann and Ebell, 2020). In his way,
simulations using the ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic atmosphere model (ICON), operated
in its Large Eddy Model (LEM) conguration (Heinze et al., 2017; Dipankar et al., 2015),
provide a quantitative view into the clouds vertical structure. The simulated cloud vertical
proles are used as input for radiative transfer simulations to analyze how dierent ver-
tical distributions of the cloud thermodynamic phase inuence the cloud top horizontal
variability.
The ICON-LEM simulations are forced by initial and lateral boundary conditions from the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast Sys-
tem (IFS; Gregory et al., 2010). The simulations are preformed in a one-way nested setup
with a 600 m spatial resolution at the outermost domain, followed by 300 m resolution and
an inner triangular nest of 150 m resolution. This inner nest is equivalent to a square grid
of 100 m horizontal resolution, which is about one order of magnitude coarser than the
observations by AISA Hawk. Simulations with ner horizontal resolution are not reason-
able due to the high computational time. In the vertical direction, 150 height levels are
simulated.
ICON-LEM uses the two-moment mixed-phase bulk microphysical parameterization by
Seifert and Beheng (2006). This parameterization scheme predicts the evolution of the
mass and the particle number concentration of ve hydrometeor types (cloud droplets,
raindrops, cloud ice, snow and graupel). It provides vertical proles of air temperature T,
and pressure p, liquid and ice mass mixing ratio ζw, ζi, and cloud droplets and ice crystal
number concentrationNw,Ni. The subscript w accounts for all hydrometeors, precipitating
and not precipitating, in liquid phase (i.e. liquid droplets and raindrops), and the subscript
i for all hydrometeors, precipitating and not precipitating, in ice phase (i.e. cloud ice, snow
and graupel). To be used as input for radiative transfer simulations, the proles of ζw and
ζi are converted into LWC and IWC reversing Eq. 2.16 by:
LWC(z) = ζw(z) ·
p(z)
R · T (z) , IWC(z) = ζi(z) ·
p(z)
R · T (z) (3.18)
with R = 287.06 J kg−1 K−1 the specic gas constant for dry air, and z the altitude.
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For the spherical liquid water droplets, vertical proles of droplet eective radius are ob-




4 · π · ρw ·Nw(z)
]1/3
, (3.19)
where ρw is the density of the liquid water.
In order to derive an expression similar to Eq. 3.19 for the non-spherical cloud ice crystals
re, the PSD considered by ICON-LEM needs to be accounted for. Seifert and Beheng (2006)
described the particle mass distribution of the cloud ice with a generalized Γ-distribution
of the form
f(x) = A · xν · exp (−χ · xν) , (3.20)
where x accounts for the particle mass. The coecients A and χ are dened as a function



















with ν = 1 and η = 1/3.
The diameter-mass relation is parametrized by a power law of the form









with a = 0.217 and b = 0.302. Hence, Eq. 3.20 takes a PSD form by:
















The median mass diameter,Dm, is dened as the particle size that divides the mass of a size
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with α = 0.206 · 10−6 m kg−b. The eective radius is subsequently derived using the





(−1.04 · 10−9D4m + 2.16 · 10−6D3m−




(0.11Dm + 108.5). if Dm > 700 µm
(3.27)
Appendix A describes in detail the procedure to obtain the solution to Eq. 3.25, given by
Eq. 3.26, and the measurement-based Dm - re relation for columnar ice crystals (Eq. 3.27).
4 Sensitivity studies
This chapter quanties the uncertainties of traditional retrieval methods of cloud top prop-
erties in mixed-phase clouds. Section 4.1 introduces sensitivity studies of Is and I ′s, for
pure and mixed-phase clouds. In Sect. 4.2, the biases in the retrieved τ , re, and LWP due
to the assumption of liquid-only clouds are quantied. Finally, Sect. 4.3 evaluates the 3D
radiative eects that aect the retrieval of cloud top properties using 3D radiative trans-
fer simulations. The 3D radiative transfer simulations here presented were performed by
Dr. Evelyn Jäckel (University of Leipzig).
4.1 Slope slope phase index
Diverse scenarios including pure liquid water or ice and mixed-phase clouds with dierent
vertical distribution of the thermodynamic phase and located over surfaces with dierent
albedo (open ocean and snow) were simulated to characterize the sensitivity of the slope
phase indices Is and I ′s.
4.1.1 Pure-phase clouds
Besides being sensitive to the cloud thermodynamic phase, the slope phase indices Is and
I ′s are inuenced by the cloud optical thickness τ (or the cloud TWP), the cloud particles
eective radius re, the solar zenith angle SZA, and the surface albedo.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the link between Is and the cloud top reectivity at 1240 nm
wavelength, R1240, for pure liquid water and pure ice clouds illuminated at dierent solar
elevations over dierent surfaces. The simulated clouds extend vertically between 600 m
and 900 m and consist of liquid water droplets with 4 µm≤ re, liquid≤ 24 µm, and columnar
ice crystals with 28 µm≤ re,ice≤ 90 µm. Both the LWP and IWP range between 5 g m−2
and 400 g m−2, to account for extreme cases.
The Is values shown in Fig 4.1a correspond to clouds located over a surface with little
reection, such as the open ocean, and illuminated at a SZA of 60°, representing a typ-
ical solar elevation during the Arctic summer. In this case, Is, expressed as a function of
the cloud top reectivity at 1240 nm, R1240, acquires distinct values for liquid water clouds
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Figure 4.1: Is plotted as a function of R1240 for pure-phase clouds located over open ocean with
a SZA of 60° (a) and a SZA of 80° (c), and over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS with a SZA of 60° (b)
and a SZA of 80° (d). The data cover LWP and IWP between 5 g m−2 and 400 g m−2. The liquid
water droplets re, liquid was varied between 4 µm and 24 µm, and the ice crystals re,ice, between
28 µm and 90 µm. Gray solid lines connect simulations with equal LWP or IWP. Red lines connect
simulations with equal re,liquid, and blue lines connect clouds with equal re,ice. The dark blue
dashed line indicates the traditional threshold Is = 20 to discriminate between pure liquid and pure
ice clouds. Shaded areas in (a) and (c) indicate values ofR1240 and Is directly attributable to mixed-
phase clouds.
(lower Is values) and ice clouds (higher Is values). Based on this, Ehrlich et al. (2008b) and
Ehrlich (2009) used a threshold of Is = 20 to discriminate between both thermodynamic
phases. However, since Is is not a function of the cloud thermodynamic phase alone, it in-
creases with the cloud TWP (i.e. LWP in case of pure liquid water clouds, and IWP in case
of pure ice clouds), and with the re. This may lead to a possible ambiguity under certain
conditions, as in case of clouds with low optical thickness. Liquid water clouds with high
re and LWP may also surpass the Is = 20 threshold. For this reason, a constant threshold
value of Is does not always provide an unambiguous discrimination of the cloud thermo-
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dynamic phase. This limitation can be partly circumvented considering the combination
of Is and R1240. Considering the combined Is - R1240, only clouds with TWP≤ 10 g m−2
might lead to a missclassication of the thermodynamic phase (Fig. 4.1a). Additionally, the
dependence of Is - R1240 on the cloud TWP and re could be exploited to gain information
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Figure 4.2: I ′s plotted as a function of R1240 for pure-phase clouds located over open ocean with
a SZA of 60° (a) and a SZA of 80° (c), and over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS with a SZA of 60° (b)
and a SZA of 80° (d). The data cover LWP and IWP between 5 g m−2 and 400 g m−2. The liquid
water droplets re, liquid was varied between 4 µm and 24 µm, and the ice crystals re,ice, between
28 µm and 90 µm. Gray solid lines connect simulations with equal LWP or IWP. Red lines connect
simulations with equal re,liquid, and blue lines connect clouds with equal re,ice. The dark blue
dashed line indicates the traditional Is of 20 to discriminate between pure liquid water clouds and
ice clouds, showing its validity also for I ′s in cases over open ocean.
In case of clouds over highly reecting surfaces such as snow or sea ice, the discrimination
between pure liquid water and pure ice clouds becomes more challenging. The principal
reson for this complication, compared to a less reecting open water surface, is the strong
imprint of the surface reection characteristics on the cloud reectivity and the enhanced
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multiple scattering between surface and cloud. For a population of clouds with similar
properties than in Fig. 4.1a, Fig. 4.1b presents the Is and R1240 corresponding to clouds
appearing over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS. In this case, the cloud top properties are
inuenced by the surface properties, causing the cloud top reectivity to simultaneously
contain the mixed signature of the cloud thermodynamic phase and the ice on the surface.
The Is of both liquid water and ice clouds reaches overall higher values than over open
ocean, and spreads over a smaller range ofR1240. Under these conditions, the traditional Is
threshold of 20 would misclassify a wide range of liquid clouds as ice ones, especially those
of low optical thickness (low LWP and/or large re). The combination of Is andR1240 would
provide a correct classication of the cloud thermodynamic phase for more cases than
a threshold of Is alone. However, even with this method, a larger fraction of liquid clouds
would be misclassied as ice, as compared to the case of clouds over open ocean. Despite
this limitation, the thermodynamic phase of a high fraction of clouds occurring over a
high reective surface can be correctly classied if accurate measurements of the surface
spectral reectivity are available. In that case, comparison of observation with simulated
Is and R1240 values, such as presented in Figs. 4.1b, would be possible. However, surface
reectivity measurements simultaneous to the observations of cloud top reectivities were
not performed during ACLOUD. Hence, this approach is not exploited in this work.
Figures 4.1c and 4.1d show sensitivity studies of Is similar to Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, with the
clouds respectively located over the open ocean and a snow surface of 50 µm SGS, but illu-
minated with a SZA of 80°. This illustrates measurement conditions in the beginning or end
of the polar day and shows the dependence of Is upon the SZA. For clouds over open ocean,
the dierences in the combined Is-R1240 for ice and liquid water clouds reduce compared
to those with a 60° SZA, increasing the risk of missclassifying the clouds thermodynamic
phase. As before, the Is corresponding to clouds over a snow surface presents a general
increase with respect to the cloud cases over open ocean, and R1240 spans over a smaller
range of values. However, the combined Is-R1240 of ice clouds diers from those of pure
liquid clouds more eectively than in case of a 60° SZA. Hence, under this measurement
conditions, provided that an accurate measurement of the surface albedo is available, the
thermodynamic phase of pure-phase clouds could be condently classied using simultan-
eously Is and R1240.
Following an analogous analysis, and considering clouds with similar properties than those
in Fig. 4.1, the sensitivity of I ′s towards pure liquid and pure ice clouds is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Figures 4.2a and 4.2b assume a SZA of 60°, and locate the clouds over open ocean and over
a snow surface of 50 µm SGS, respectively. The clouds appear above similar surfaces in Figs.
4.2c and 4.2d, but are illuminated with a SZA of 80°. Under all these conditions, I ′s presents
a similar behavior compared to Is (Fig. 4.1), and similar conclusions can be drawn. Over
open ocean, a constant threshold of I ′s = 20 is sucient to separate pure liquid clouds from
pure ice clouds in this case, even for low solar elevation (SZA = 80). The I ′s corresponding
to liquid clouds show a smaller spread than Is related to the LWP and re, and tend asymp-
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totically towards a value of 20. In case of clouds appearing over highly reective snow
surfaces, I ′s presents similar challenges to Is, with liquid clouds often presenting I ′s≥20
and, specially in cases of optically thin clouds, overlapping with values of I ′s correspond-
ing to ice clouds. Information about the surface spectral reectivity would be necessary to
provide a condent cloud thermodynamic phase classication.
blank line
The slope phase index I ′s behaves in a similar way than Is. Hence, it also presents
ambiguity identifying the cloud thermodynamic phase under certain circumstances (low
optical thickess, clouds over bright surfaces). Additionally, considering observations of
AISA Hawk and SMART, I ′s cannot be calculated based on measurements alone, since the
F ↓λ acquired by SMART only reaches up to 2200 nm (Eq. 3.11). For these reasons, the results
presented from now on are based on Is. However, a combination of I ′s and Is may cir-
cumvent the inherent limitations associated both indices, and may be considered in future
studies.
4.1.2 Mixed-phase clouds
Despite the capabilities of Is to discriminate between pure liquid and pure ice clouds, either
using a single threshold value, or combining the slope phase index with R1240, the values
corresponding to mixed-phase clouds are not well dened. Only the regions in the Is-R1240
diagrams not occupied by pure-phase clouds can be condently assigned to mixtures of
both thermodynamic phases. For a SZA = 60°and clouds over the open ocean, this region
(shaded area in Fig. 4.1a) is dened by:
−6.8 + 136.7 ·R1240 − 291.5 ·R21240 + 282.0 ·R31240 <
< Is < −7.7 + 222.3 ·R1240 − 305.4 ·R21240 + 168.2 ·R31240 if R1240 ≤ 0.52,
25.0 < Is < 49.2 if R1240 > 0.52.
(4.1)
In case of a SZA = 80°and clouds over the open ocean, such region reduces (shaded area in
Fig. 4.1c). It is dened by:
−9.9 + 200.3 ·R1240 − 583.3 ·R21240 + 776.8 ·R31240 <
< Is < 3.4 + 17.2 ·R1240 − 240.8 ·R21240 +−288.0 ·R31240 if R1240 ≤ 0.57,
23.2 < Is < 38.1 if R1240 > 0.57.
(4.2)
Additionally, overlap between the Is-R1240 of pure and mixed phase clouds is expected.
The following section presents the variability of Is for mixed-phase clouds with dierent
vertical distribution of both thermodynamic phases.
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4.1.2.1 Vertically homogeneous mixed-phase clouds
To inspect whether Is is able to characterize mixtures of liquid water and ice particles,
Fig. 4.3 introduces the variability of Is as a function of R1240 for mixed-phase clouds with
a homogeneous vertical distribution. Liquid droplets of re,liquid = 10 µm and ice crystals of
re,ice = 60 µm between 600 m and 900 m of altitude are considered. With this conguration,
ice crystals are always present at cloud top. The re of the cloud particles is kept con-
stant in all the simulations presented here. With the ice fraction IF dened by Eq. 1.5, the
mixed-phase cases represent intermediate mixing states between pure liquid water clouds
(IF = 0 %) and pure ice clouds (IF = 100 % IF). The slope phase index Is increases in this case
with TWP and IF. Similar to the simulations of pure liquid water clouds, the inuence of
the solar elevation and the underlying surface is analyzed. Figure 4.3a considers a 60° SZA
and assumes clouds occurring over open ocean. In Fig.4.3b, the SZA is also set to 60°, but
the clouds are located over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS. Figures 4.3c and 4.3d consider the
same underlying surfaces (open ocean and snow, respectively), but a SZA of 80°. Compar-
ing the simulations with the Is obtained for pure-phase clouds (Fig. 4.1), it is concluded
that detecting mixed-phase clouds is extremely challenging. Values of Is and R1240 for
mixed-phase clouds overlap those of pure-phase clouds in many cases. Pure liquid water
clouds occurring over snow surfaces (Figs. 4.1b and 4.1d) can be easily confounded with
either mixed-phase clouds occurring over open ocean (Figs. 4.3a and 4.3c) or over snow
surfaces (Figs. 4.3b and 4.3d). Over open ocean, the comparison of Figs. 4.1a and 4.1c with
Figs. 4.3a and 4.3c shows some potential to identify mixed-phase clouds. As long as the
combined Is-R1240 values do not overlap those of pure-phase clouds (region between the
orange dashed lines in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3c, dened by Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2), the mixed-phases
can be identied. The separation between mixed-phase and pure-phase clouds reduces as
the SZA increases (i.e. solar elevation decreasing), as illustrated in Figs. 4.1c and 4.3c. For a
SZA = 80°, a much higher fraction of homogeneous mixed-phase clouds would be missclas-
sied as either pure liquid or pure ice clouds (Fig. 4.3c) than in case of a SZA = 60° (Fig. 4.3a).
4.1.2.2 Two-layer, vertically inhomogeneous mixed-phase clouds
Mixed-phase clouds observed in Arctic regions often present a two-layers structure, with
a liquid-dominated top-most layer from which ice crystals precipitate (e.g., Shupe et al.,
2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Ehrlich et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2011a, 2012; Mioche
et al., 2015). To investigate how this vertically inhomogeneous distribution of the cloud
thermodynamic phase changes Is, Fig. 4.4 shows Is as a function of R1240 for this type of
mixed-phase clouds. The assumed top layer extends between 800 m and 900 m and contains
the entire cloud liquid water, but only about 5 % of the cloud ice. To represent the typical
sedimentation of ice crystals, the 95 % remaining ice is located in a lower layer between
600 m and 800 m. Similar to the homogeneous mixed-phase clouds, the simulations consist
of intermediate mixing states between pure liquid water clouds of IF = 0 % and pure ice
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Figure 4.3: Is sensitivity study as a function of R1240 for homogeneous mixed-phase clouds, oc-
curring as mixing states between pure ice clouds (blue) with ice crystals of re = 60 µm and liquid
clouds (red) with droplets of re = 10 µm. The TWP ranges between 5 g m−2 and 400 g m−2. The
clouds are located over open ocean with a SZA of 60° (a) and a SZA of 80° (c), and over a snow sur-
face of 50 µm SGS with a SZA of 60° (b) and a SZA of 80° (d). Gray solid lines bring together clouds
with equal TWP, and purple lines connect clouds with equal ice fraction. The dark blue dashed line
indicates the traditional threshold Is = 20 to discriminate between pure liquid water and pure ice
clouds. The region between the orange dashed lines in (a) and (c) indicates the direct identication
of mixed-phase clouds.
clouds of IF = 100 %. The re is kept constant at 10 µm for the liquid water droplets and at
60 µm for the ice crystals. Assuming a SZA of 60°, Fig. 4.4a presents the simulations for
clouds located over open ocean, and Fig. 4.4b, clouds over snow. The underlying surface is
similar in Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d, respectively, but they consider a SZA of 80°. A straightforward
detection of a mixed-phase case requires that the values of Is-R1240 do not coincide with
those of pure-phase water clouds (region between the orange dashed lines in Figs. 4.4a and
4.4c, dened by Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2). In the case of the two-layered mixed-phase cloud structure
presented in Fig. 4.4, it seems impossible to distinguish between pure-phase and mixed-
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Figure 4.4: Is sensitivity study as a function of R1240 for two-layered mixed-phase clouds, with
a liquid dominated cloud top layer from which ice crystals precipitate. The MPC constitute mixed
states between pure ice clouds (blue) with ice crystals of re = 60 µm and liquid clouds (red) with
droplets of re = 10µm. The TWP ranges between 5 g m−2 and 400 g m−2. The clouds are located
over open ocean, with a SZA of 60° (a) and a SZA of 80° (c), and over a snow surface of 50 µm SGS
with a SZA of 60° (b) and a SZA of 80° (d). Gray solid lines bring together clouds with equal TWP,
and purple lines connect clouds with equal ice fraction. The dark blue dashed line indicates the
traditional threshold Is = 20 to discriminate between pure liquid water clouds and ice clouds. The
region between the orange dashed lines in (a) and (c) indicates the direct identication of mixed-
phase clouds.
phase clouds. The liquid water top layer dominates the Is-R1240 signature. Only cloud cases
located over open ocean with an IF≥80 % present Is- R1240 values which eectively diers
from those corresponding to pure liquid water clouds. This limited potential to identify
the cloud phase vanishes when this type of mixed-phase clouds occur over snow surfaces
(Figs. 4.4b and 4.4d): as long as there is liquid water on the top-most layer, the mixed-phase
clouds present Is-R1240 values indistinguishable from pure liquid water clouds.
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The mixed-phase clouds simulations presented here consider particles of constant re, with
values frequently observed in Arctic clouds (Shupe et al., 2005, 2006; Thompson et al.,
2016; Mioche et al., 2017). An alternative constrain consists in considering a constant
TWP, and hydrometeors with variable re, liquid and re, ice. The Is-R1240 corresponding to
mixed-phase clouds with constant TWP (not shown here) support the conclusions drawn
based on the constant re constrain: the identication of mixed-phase clouds with passive
remote sensing is challenging and the vertical distribution of the thermodynamic phase
plays a major role. Only mixed-phase clouds with ice crystals appearing directly at cloud
top (for example, homogeneous mixed-phase clouds), located over open ocean and illumin-
ated with a Sun suciently high (SZA of maximum 60°), have a realistic chance of being
correctly characterized as mixed-phase clouds using Is-R1240. In case of homogeneously
mixed clouds, constrains in re and TWP, provided by external measurements, would allow
the estimation of the cloud IF, as proposed by Thompson et al. (2016).
4.2 Retrieval of optical and microphysical properties of
mixed-phase clouds
The radiative transfer simulations necessary to retrieve cloud optical thickness and ef-
fective radius assume pure liquid water clouds constructed with a homogeneously mixed
vertical prole. The assumption of vertically homogeneous, pure liquid water clouds may
result in inaccuracies in the retrieved cloud properties, even for pure liquid water clouds
(Zhou et al., 2016). Mixed-phase clouds, although mostly composed of liquid water (Shupe
et al., 2006; Mioche et al., 2017), in addition, violate the pure-phase assumption. In this
section, simulations of mixed-phase clouds are used to quantify the retrieval bias of cloud
top properties when assuming pure liquid water in the forward simulations of the retrieval
algorithm. Furthermore, two dierent vertical distributions of the cloud thermodynamic
phase are tested to estimate how the vertical distribution of the ice crystals relative to the
cloud top inuences the retrieval bias.
The rst scenario assumes vertically homogeneous mixed-phase clouds formed by a single
layer of liquid water droplets and ice crystals located between 600 m and 900 m, as also
assumed in Sect. 4.1.2.1. Hence, a signicant amount of ice crystals is present directly at
cloud top. All the clouds are characterized by a TWP of 100 g m−2 and contain liquid water
droplets of re,liquid = 10 µm. The ice fraction ranges between 0 % (pure liquid water clouds)
and 100 %, and the ice crystals have 20 µm≤ re,ice≤ 90 µm. Figure 4.5 compares the original
and retrieved cloud top properties. The original values of cloud optical thickness τ , liquid
droplets eective radius re,liquid, and LWP corresponding to the various combinations of





1240, corresponding to these properties and simulated with libRadtran, are
used as synthetic measurements to retrieve τ and re,liquid, using a LUT assuming pure li-















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.5: Bias on the retrieved cloud top properties of synthetic homogeneous mixed-phase
clouds due to a pure-liquid assumption, as function of the ice fraction and the ice crystals re,ice.
The optical thickness, eective radius and LWP of the synthetic clouds appear in a, b and c. Cor-
responding retrieved cloud properties are shown in b, e and h. The ratios between the retrieved
and the original cloud properties appear in c, f and j. Gray regions are produced by input radiances
exceeding the range of the LUT.
quid water clouds. The retrieved quantities are displayed in panels b (τ ), e (re,liquid), and
h (LWP). To quantied the bias introduced by the retrieval, panels c, f, and i present the
ratio between the retrieved and the input magnitudes. The cloud top properties are in gen-
eral overestimated, with this overestimation depending stronger on the ice fraction than
on the ice crystals eective radius. If ice crystals are present at cloud top, to retrieve τ and
re,liquid smaller than 1.5 times the original value for all re,ice, an IF below 25 % is neces-
sary. Ice fractions above 35 % result in retrieved re,liquid values that double the originals. In
case of the LWP, IFs below 10 % are sucient to retrieve values 1.5 times larger than the
original, and an IF of 15 % retrieves a LWP twice the original value.
In the second scenario, Fig. 4.6 compares the predened and retrieved cloud top properties
for two-layered mixed-phase clouds, with the thermodynamic phase distributed vertically
as described in Sect. 4.1.2.2. As in the previous case, all the simulated clouds have a TWP of
100 g m−2 and consist of liquid water droplets with re,liquid = 10 µm. The ice fraction ranges
between 0 % (pure liquid water clouds) and 100 % (pure ice clouds), and the ice crystals re,ice
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vary between 20 and 90 µm. Figure 4.6 is structured analogously to Fig. 4.5, with the rst
column displaying the synthetic clouds original properties, the second column showing the
retrieved cloud properties using a pure liquid LUT, and the third one presenting the ratio
between the retrieved and the original properties. Panel a-c display τ ; panel d-e, re,liquid,
and panel g-i, the LWP. The bias in the three considered properties depends mainly on the
ice fraction, with the re,ice having a smaller inuence. As for the homogeneous case, the
retrieved cloud properties are in general overestimated due to the ice crystals, with the
overestimation increasing with increasing ice fraction. Nevertheless, this overestimation
is smaller than in the homogeneously mixed case. For IF≤ 45 %, the retrieved τ and re,ice
remain below 1.5 times the original values for all re,ice. The bias of the retrieved LWP
shows a larger dependence on the ice crystals eective radius. In case of large ice crystals
(re,ice≥ 50 µm), an IF of 35 % is sucient to overestimate the retrieved LWP by a factor of
1.5 respect the original values. In case of ice crystals with re,ice≤ 50 µm, an IF down to















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Bias on the retrieved cloud top properties of synthetic two-layered mixed-phase clouds
due to a pure-liquid assumption, as function of the ice fraction and the ice crystals re,ice. The optical
thickness, eective radius and LWP of the synthetic clouds appear in a, b and c. Corresponding
retrieved cloud properties are shown in b, e and h. The ratios between the retrieved and the original
cloud properties appear in c, f and j. Gray regions are produced by input radiances exceeding the
range of the LUT.
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The LWP of typical Arctic boundary-layer clouds is in the range of 30 - 50 g m−2, and rarely
exceeds 100 g m−2, (Shupe et al., 2006; Mioche et al., 2017; Nomokonova et al., 2019; Gierens
et al., 2020). The presence of ice crystals in mixed-phase clouds introduces a signicant
error in the retrieved LWP. This bias is particularly signicant when ice crystals are present
directly at cloud top. In case of optically thick clouds (TWP∼100 g m−2), this will result in
retrieved LWP values which are well above the typical values observed in the Arctic. This
bias can be used to identify unrealistically high values of the retrieved LWP indicating
mixed-phase clouds.
4.3 Retrieval sensitivity with respect three-dimensional
radiative transfer eects
The radiance measurements of the AISA Hawk instrument are aected by 3D radiative ef-
fects. However, the retrievals reported in this thesis are based on one-dimensional radiative
transfer simulations. In this section, the related uncertainties are explored.
At resolutions below 30 m, horizontal photon transport occurs between neighboring pixels,
smoothing the radiance elds (Zinner and Mayer, 2006). Additionally, 3D cloud structures
cast shadows in the images, causing biases in the optical thickness and eective radius
retrievals assuming a plane-parallel 1D radiative transfer model (Zinner and Mayer, 2006;
Marshak et al., 2006). While the 3D-nature of the cloud structures will cause a systematic
overestimation of the optical thickness in the brightly illuminated areas, the eective radius
will be overestimated in the shadowed regions. Horváth et al. (2014) showed that, due to
their opposite sign, the 3D bias of retrieved optical thickness and eective radius partially
cancel when deriving the liquid water path LWP from τ and re.
In order to correct for the smoothing due to horizontal photon transport, the horizontal
sensitivity of the AISA Hawk observations was estimated comparing 3D and 1D simula-
tions of cloud top reected radiance. The 3D simulations of an idealized cloud eld were
performed using MCARaTS, whereas the 1D simulations were performed with libRadtran.
The cloud eld consists of a liquid water stratiform deck with a LWP of 100 g m−2, a typ-
ical re of 10 µm and a SZA of 60°. A pure ice phase region of 15 m horizontal extent, with
re of 60 µm and IWP similar to the LWP, was embedded in the liquid cloud layer. The
change of cloud phase in general leads to a reduction of the cloud top radiance in the re-
gion where ice is present. The 3D and 1D simulations are compared in Fig. 4.7a. Whereas
the 1D simulated radiance stays constant in the liquid water region and decreases sharply
within the ice stripe, the horizontal photon transport smooths the transition from the li-
quid to the ice region in the 3D radiance. The cross-correlation between both simulations,
shown in Fig. 4.7b, provides an estimation of the horizontal displacement of the photons
in the 3D simulation, which is eective within distances of about 100 m. The combination
of cross-correlation functions calculated for dierent solar azimuth angles, and dierent
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Figure 4.7: (a) Comparison of the nadir reected radiance at 1240 nm by a stratiform cloud deck
simulated with 1D and 3D radiative transfer simulations. The cloud contains a 15 m region of pure
ice (shaded) embedded between two pure liquid water regions (non-shaded). (b) Cross-correlation
between the 1D and the 3D cloud top radiance illustrating the extent of the horizontal photon trans-
port. (c) Normalized convolution kernel based on the cross-correlation of the 1D and 3D simulations
and dierent sun-sensor geometries.
sensor viewing angles (therefore accounting for dierent sun-sensor geometries) yields
the 3D normalized convolution kernel (CK) presented in Fig. 4.7c. It accounts for the mean
photon transport of each eld and does not consider local inhomogeneities. Similar to
Zinner et al. (2006), in order to avoid overcompensating the horizontal photon transport,
the iterative Richardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm (Richardson, 1972; Lucy, 1974) was









where I is the radiance observed by AISA Hawk, In is the radiance obtained after the nth
iteration, and ⊗ is the convolution operator. Based on the convergence of |In+1 − In|/In,
a number of four iterations was found to suciently increase the sharpness of the measured
radiance elds.
The second 3D radiative eect, caused by the shadows of the cloud top geometry, cannot be
corrected easily. Highly spatially resolved measurements of the cloud top geometry would
be required for correcting the shading artifacts. This raises the question of whether these
artifacts have an eect in the retrieved cloud top properties comparable to that of inhomo-
geneous distributions of the cloud thermodynamic phase. Therefore, 3D radiative transfer
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simulations are used to estimate the impact of shadows in the the distributions ofR1240, Is,
and LWP, and to investigate whether they dier from the impact that inhomogeneous dis-
tributions of the cloud thermodynamic phase have on these properties. Figure 4.8 presents





























































































































































































Figure 4.8: Cloud top properties of a shaded region (a, c, e, g) compared to a region with a dierent
thermodynamic phase composition (b, d, f, h). The shaded areas indicates the regions aected by
each artifact.
Figure 4.8a represents a liquid water cloud with an inhomogenous cloud top height (50 m
lower cloud top in the center of the cloud eld). For a SZA of 60°, the dip on the cloud
top casts a shadow that gets imprinted on R1240 (4.8c), Is (Fig. 4.8e) and the retrieved LWP
(Fig. 4.8g). Whereas in the shaded region R1240 decreases on average by 35 % with respect
to the non-shaded region, Is increases on average by 20 %. These opposite eects result in
an almost constant LWP, which does not show any inuence of the shadow casted by the
cloud dip.
Figure 4.8b shows a pure liquid water cloud with a constant cloud top height and an em-
bedded mixed-phase region of 150 m horizontal extent. The TWP is kept always constant
at 100 g m−2 (i.e. the pure-phase region considers a LWP of 100 g m−2; the mixed-phase re-
gion considers a LWP of 60 g m−2 and a IWP of 40 g m−2). The liquid water droplets have
an re of 10 µm and the ice crystals have an re of 60 µm. The inhomogeneous phase distri-
bution obviously biases the retrieved cloud top properties and the calculated slope phase
index. In this case, R1240 (4.8d) decreases by 34 % in the mixed-phase region compared to
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the pure-phase region, and Is increases by 58 %. However, in contrast to the shaded case,
the presence of ice crystals lead to a signicant increase of LWP by 36 %.
Therefore, the combination of R1240, Is and LWP is crucial to interpret the observations
of AISA Hawk, and only a simultaneous increase in Is and LWP when R1240 decreases is
indicative of mixed-phase regions.

5 Cloud observations during two case
studies
This chapter analyzes in detail two cloud case studies observed during a cold air outbreak
(Sect. 5.1) and a warm air advection (Sect. 5.2) during ACLOUD. The analysis comprises
the comparison of the AISA Hawk cloud top elds with radiative transfer simulations, and
their interpretation using the combined measurements of MiRAC and AMALi. Section 5.3
compares the measurements of AISA Hawk with LES simulations. The LES simulations
were performed by Dr. Vera Schemann (University of Cologne). Finally, Sect. 5.4 invest-
igates the loss of information inherent to coarser instrumental resolutions. Most parts of
this chapter are published by Ruiz-Donoso et al. (2020).
Table 5.1: Average value and uncertainty (∆) of the cloud top properties derived from the meas-
urements of AISA Hawk on 25 May and on 2 June. Independent estimations of the LWP range by
the passive 89 GHz channel of MiRAC are also included.
25 May 2017 2 June 2017
ztop (m) 400 900
SZA (°) 60.5 57.9
R̄1240 ± ∆R̄1240 0.23± 0.01 0.65± 0.03
Īs ± ∆Īs 7.36± 0.04 20.3± 1.0
τ̄ ± ∆τ̄ 3.35± 0.15 33.7± 4.8
r̄e ± ∆r̄e(µm) 4.7± 1.5 12.5± 3.5
LWP ± ∆LWP ( g m−2) 10.3± 3.7 271± 93
LWPMiRAC ± ∆ LWPMiRAC ( g m−2) (20 - 40)± 2 (90 - 120)± 7
The combination of the active remote sensing measurements presented in this chapter
is interpreted qualitatively to gain an insight into the clouds vertical structure. Liquid
droplets at cloud top are identied by strong backscatter in the lidar signal. In contrast, the
radar signal is dominated by larger particles and higher radar reectivity values commonly
indicate higher concentrations of ice crystals. Hence, the combination of the radar and lidar
signals helps to identify dierences in the clouds vertical structure. This information is
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necessary to interpret the variability observed in the elds of cloud top properties derived
from the measurements of AISA Hawk.
5.1 Cold air outbreak
During the cold air outbreak, the considered cloud case study occurred on 25 May 2017.
The cloud situation in the Svalbard region on this day, forming the cloud roll structures
typically observed during cold air outbreaks, is shown by the MODIS true color image
displayed in Fig. 5.1a. A zoom into the region of study is shown in Fig. 5.1b.



































Figure 5.1: (a) MODIS true color image from the NASA Worldview application (ht-
tps://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov, last access: 28 August 2020) on 25 May 2017, during a cold
air outbreak. A zoom into the area delimited by a black square is shown in (b). The location of the
measurements of AISA Hawk, MiRAC and AMALi (79.5°N, 9.5°E) is indicated by the green section
of the ight track of Polar 5 (orange). The areas corresponding to the LES are indicated by the
dashed red rectangle.
5.1.1 Vertical cloud structure
Figure 5.2 illustrates the combined measurements of MiRAC and AMALi for the one-minute
sequence acquired over open ocean on 25 May. The strong backscatter in the lidar signal
identies the liquid cloud top. While the liquid layer extends geometrically inside the cloud
about 100 m, the lidar signal reaches the surface, which indicates a cloud optical thickness
inferior to 3-4 (McGill et al., 2004). The high radar reectivity values indicate, very likely,
precipitation of large ice crystals. Regions of the cloud with large radar reectivity values
directly at cloud top, shown by the overlapping radar and lidar signals in Fig. 5.2, hint at
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the presence of large particles in high cloud layers. Vertical separation between the signals
of both instruments, such as occurring around 9:01:47, indicate regions where small liquid
droplets dominate the cloud top, detected by the lidar but not by the radar. In these regions,
the radar observes large particles, likely ice crystals, around 100 m below the cloud top,






































































Figure 5.2: Combined measurements of MiRAC and AMALi on 25 May 2017. AMALi’s lidar backs-
catter ratio, highly sensitive towards small liquid droplets, is indicated by the gray scale. MiRAC’s
radar reectivity, presented in red-blue colors, indicates in turn regions with ice crystals.
5.1.2 Two-dimensional horizontal fields
Figure 5.3 presents a sequence of AISA Hawk measurements and retrieved horizontal elds
of cloud properties (R1240, Is, τ , re, and LWP) together with corresponding histograms.
They were observed during the cold air outbreak on 25 May 2017 during the ight section
shown in Fig. 5.1, simultaneously to the MiRAC and AMALI observations in Fig. 5.2. Mean
values and associated uncertainty of the cloud properties are summarized in Tab. 5.1. Ex-
plicit mathematical expressions to calculate the associated uncertainty of each property are
given in App. B. The measurements present one minute of data acquired at 9:01 UTC with
a SZA of 60.5° at a ight altitude of 2.8 km. The average cloud top was located at 400 m
above sea level. The observed cloud scene covers an area of 1.1× 4.7 km2, with an aver-
age pixel size of 3.9× 2.6 m2. Figure 5.3a shows the cloud top reectivity eld at 1240 nm
wavelength,R1240, and a corresponding histogram in Fig. 5.3b. Due to the broken character
of the cloud eld, a cloud mask has been applied prior to the retrieval of cloud properties.
Based on radiative transfer simulations, a threshold of R1240 = 0.1, roughly corresponding
to a LWP of 2 g m−2, was chosen to discriminate between cloudy and cloud-free areas. Re-
gions with R1240 < 0.1 were classied as cloud-free and have been excluded from further
analysis.
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Figure 5.3: AISA Hawk measurement on 25 May 2017. Cloud top reectivity (a), slope phase index
(c), retrieved optical thickness (e), retrieved eective radius (g) and liquid water path (i). The over-
layed contours in (a) and (c) separate the cloud central regions from the cloud edges. The frequency
of occurrence histograms are displayed on the corresponding right-hand gures (b, d, f, h, j). Data
classied as cloud free is shown by the non-colored histogram in (b). Dashed lines indicates the
mean value of each eld and the dotted lines show the corresponding 25th and 75th percentile.
The slope phase index Is, presented in Figs. 5.3c and 5.3d, shows a maximum value of 12.6,
which is characteristic for pure liquid water clouds. This seems to disagree with the lidar
and radar observations (Fig. 5.2), which indicated a mixed-phase cloud, and demonstrates
the higher sensitivity of the slope phase index to the thermodynamic phase of the top most
layer. Similarly, the LWP (Fig. 5.3i), calculated from τ (Fig. 5.3e) and re (Fig. 5.3g) using
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Eq. (3.17), increases towards the cloud core centers, as it is typical for pure liquid water
clouds. These areas visually identify updraft regions where enhanced condensation occurs
due to adiabatic cooling (Gerber et al., 2005).
Although Is is always below the threshold of pure ice clouds, the cloud eld presents signi-
cant small-scale variability that might be related to spatial changes in the thermodynamic
phase distribution. To quantify if regions of enhanced Is are correlated with areas of pre-
cipitating ice crystals, as observed by MiRAC, the cloud edges were separated from the
central cloud regions. All pixels below the 25th percentile of R1240 and of Is are dened as
cloud edges. All other areas are considered to be cloud core center regions. The reectivity
spectra of the separated regions is shown in Fig. 5.4a. Although the measured reectiv-
ity in the cloud edges is lower than in the cloud cores at all considered wavelengths, the
reectivity of both regions present similar spectral features to the naked eye. However,
normalizing the spectra by R1640 (Fig. 5.4b), to consider the impact of the thermodynamic
phase, reveals several dierences. Characteristic values of theRλ are presented in Tab. 5.2.
While the larger spectral dierences occur at λ≥ 1800 nm, in the spectral range used to
dene the slope phase index Is (1550≤λ≤ 1700 nm), a slight dierence between edges
and cores can be observed. The latter present in average a slightly steeper slope in the re-
ectivity spectra (0.49·10−3 nm−1) than the former (0.36·10−3 nm−1), which will eventually
originate higher values of Is at the cloud cores than those related to the cloud edges.






























Figure 5.4: (a) Average reectivity spectra of cloud cores and cloud edges measured by AISA Hawk
on 25 May 2017. The shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of each observation. (b) Similar
to (a), but normalized by R1640. The wavelengths used in the denition of the slope phase index Is
are indicated by the dashed gray lines.
The separated measurements were compared to 1D radiative transfer simulations adapted
to the measurement situation. In Fig. 5.5, the measured slope phase index is presented
as a function of the cloud top reectivity, together with simulations assuming pure-phase
(either liquid or ice) clouds of known particle sizes and liquid/ice water paths. This sens-
itivity study shows the spread of Is as a function of the cloud thermodynamic phase, the
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Table 5.2: Characteristic normalized Rλ values for the separated cloud cores and cloud edges re-












Cloud edges 0.93 0.95 1.01 0.36·10−3
Cloud cores 0.94 0.94 1.01 0.49·10−3
cloud optical thickness (or LWP, IWP), and the cloud particle size. An accurate phase
classication cannot rely on a xed Is threshold value and depends on the combined Is
and R1240 values. Figure 5.5 reveals that the observed Is and R1240 range within simulated
values covered by pure liquid water clouds. The spatio-temporal changes of the meas-
urement (color code in Fig. 5.5) indicate that a transition from cloud edge into cloud core
follows lines with increasing LWP and slightly increasing particle sizes. This pattern can
be explained by the dynamical and microphysical processes in cloud cores where ascend-
ing air condenses and cloud droplets grow with altitude leading to a higher LWP. Hence,
the small-scale variability of Is observed on 25 May 2017 can be interpreted as the natural
variability of the cloud top liquid layer. Compared to the radar observations, the passive
reectivity measurements are insensitive to the precipitating ice crystals.
5.2 Warm air advection
The selected warm air advection cloud case happened on 2 June 2017. The homogeneous
stratocumulus cloud deck forming over the Fram Strait on that date can be observed in
Fig. 5.6.
5.2.1 Vertical cloud structure
Similar to the cold air outbreak case, Fig. 5.7 presents the combined measurements of
MiRAC and AMALi to characterize the vertical distribution of the one-minute cloud case
observed on 2 June, during a warm air advection. The strong backscatter in the lidar signal
indicated a liquid water layer at the cloud top, but in this case, the lidar cannot penetrate
the cloud. The stronger attenuation of the lidar signal, i.e., the rapid decrease in the lidar
backscatter, hints at larger amounts of liquid than on 25 May. However, the radar reectiv-
ity is weaker and shows no evidence of precipitation reaching the surface. This may be
attributed either to smaller ice crystals or to a reduced particle concentration. However,
the continuous overlap between the lidar and the radar signals in Fig. 5.7 indicates the
continuous presence of large particles right below the cloud top. These dierences in the
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(b)
Figure 5.5: (a) Is measured on 25 May 2017 presented as a function of R1240 (green dots). The
dashed lines indicate the 25th percentile of R1240 and Is. The two grids represent radiative transfer
simulations for a range of pure liquid (red) and pure ice (blue) clouds. The liquid water clouds
cover droplets with re between 4 and 24 µm and LWP between 1 and 250 g m−2. The ice clouds
are simulated for columnar ice crystals with re between 28 and 90 µm and IWP between 1 and
250 g m−2. A SZA of 60.5° was considered. (b) Zoom of the area highlighted by a dashed rectangle
in (a). Color-coded is the acquisition time of the measurements, illustrating changes along the ight
path.
cloud vertical structure compared with the cold air advection case impact the measure-
ments of AISA Hawk, and need to be considered when interpreting the retrieved cloud top
properties.
5.2.2 Two-dimensional horizontal fields
A sequence of R1240 and retrieved cloud properties (Is, τ , re, LWP) observed in the
ACLOUD warm period on 2 June 2017 is shown in Fig. 5.8 for the ight section of Fig. 5.7.
Table 5.1 presents the mean values and associated uncertainty of the presented cloud prop-
erties. The one-minute sequence starts at 9:45 UTC, when the SZA was of about 57.9°. The
lidar observations indicated that the cloud top of the low-level stratocumulus was located
at 900 m above sea level. Hence, for a ight altitude of 2.9 km, the eld covers a cloud
area of 0.9× 5.6 km2 with an average pixel size of 3.1× 4.7 m2. The cloud top reectivity
at 1240 nm wavelength, displayed in Fig. 5.8a, shows a rather horizontally uniform cloud
layer compared to the measurements collected on 25 May 2017 (Case I). The cloud mask
(R1240 > 0.1) reveals a 100 % cloud coverage for this scene.
The slope phase index, presented in Fig. 5.8c, is higher compared to one from the cloud case
presented in Fig. 5.3 and ranges between 14.9 and 36.5. Applying the common threshold of
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Figure 5.6: (a) MODIS true color image from the NASA Worldview application (ht-
tps://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov, last access: 28 August 2020) on 2 June 2017, during a warm
air outbreak. A zoom into the area delimited by a black square is shown in (b) The location of
the measurements of AISA Hawk, MiRAC and AMALi (79.2°N, 10.7°E ) is indicated by the green
section of the ight track of Polar 5 (orange). The areas corresponding to the LES are indicated by







































































Figure 5.7: Combined measurements of MiRAC and AMALi on 2 June 2017. AMALi’s lidar backs-
catter ratio, highly sensitive towards small liquid droplets, is indicated by the gray scale. MiRAC’s
radar reectivity, presented in red-blue colors, indicates in turn regions with ice crystals.
20 would classify larger regions of the observed clouds as pure ice or mixed-phase. How-
ever, the LWP (Fig. 5.8i) shows signicant variability over the entire cloud eld. To invest-
igate whether this variability is related to the spatial distribution of the thermodynamic
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Figure 5.8: AISA Hawk measurement on 2 June 2017. Cloud top reectivity (a), slope phase index
(c), retrieved optical thickness (e), retrieved eective radius (g) and liquid water path (i). The over-
layed contours in (a) and (c) separate the cloud central regions from the cloud edges. The frequency
of occurrence histograms are displayed on the corresponding right-hand gures (b, d, f, h, j). The
dashed line indicates the mean value and the dotted lines show its 25th and 75th percentile.
phase, the measurements are classied into holes, characterized by R1240 below its 25th
percentile and Is above its 75th percentile, and domes, with R1240 above its 25th percentile
and Is below its 75th percentile. Figure 5.9a shows the spectra of the separated measure-
ments. Compared to the case on 25 May, the spectra present a contrasting shape, with
overall larger reectivity values. To identify the impact of variable concentrations of the
themodynamic phase in the cloud holes and the cloud domes spectra, they were normal-
ized by R1640 in Fig. 5.9b. Characteristic values of the normalized reectivity for cloud
domes and cloud holes are presented in Tab. 5.3. In this case, the slope of the spectra
between 1550 nm and 1700 nm is slightly steeper for the cloud holes (1.4·10−3 nm−1) than
in the cloud domes (1.3·10−3 nm−1), which leads to higher values of Is in the regions of
low reectivity.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Average reectivity spectra of cloud domes and cloud holes measured by AISA Hawk
on 2 June 2017. The shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of each group of observations. (b)
Similar to (a), but normalized by R1640. The wavelengths used in the denition of the slope phase
index Is are indicated by the dashed gray lines.
Table 5.3: Characteristic normalized Rλ values for the separated cloud holes and cloud domes












Cloud holes 1.31 0.82 1.03 1.4·10−3
Cloud domes 0.26 0.83 1.03 1.3·10−3
The comparison of the relation between Is and R1240 with simulations assuming pure-
phase clouds is shown in Fig. 5.10. The simulations reveal that the measurements do not
fall in the range of the grid simulated for pure ice clouds, which would typically have
higher values of slope phase index than observed. The measurements rather resemble the
simulations of pure liquid water clouds. However, the eld and histogram of LWP (Figs. 5.8i
and 5.8j) show values in the range of 270 g m-2 with 25 % percentile at 250 g m-2. Such high
LWP values have rarely been observed in Arctic low-level clouds, which typically ranges
between 30 and 50 g m−2 and rarely exceed 100 g m-2 (Shupe et al., 2005; de Boer et al., 2009;
Mioche et al., 2017; Nomokonova et al., 2019; Gierens et al., 2020). The measurements by
the passive 89 GHz channel of the microwave radiometer of MiRAC were used to estimate
the LWP independently (see App. C for retrieval description and uncertainty assessment).
The values between 90 and 120 g m-2 indicate that the LWP retrieval using the AISA Hawk
measurements is strongly overestimated likely due to the presence of ice crystals close to
cloud top (compare Figs. 5.2 and 5.7). This is supported by the rather high optical thickness
and particle sizes retrieved from AISA Hawk measurements, shown in Figs. 5.8e-h. As the
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retrieval assumes liquid droplets, the presence of ice crystals, which are typically larger
and strongly absorb radiation at 1625 nm wavelength, bias the retrieval of both quantities
towards higher values (Riedi et al., 2010). The particle size distribution observed by the
SID-3 (Schnaiter and Järvinen, 2019) deployed in Polar 6 between 9:25 and 9:35 UTC in
the vicinity of the AISA Hawk measurements (Fig. 5.6) revealed that, for the observed
cloud, the particles at cloud top present eective radii in the range of 10 µm. On 2 June,
75 % of the AISA Hawk measurements retrieve an eective radii larger than this value
(Figs. 5.8g and 5.8h). The small-scale variability of the cloud properties shows that the
largest deviation of the retrieved re and LWP respect the external measurements occurs
in areas of low reectivity (below the 25th percentile of R1240) and high slope phase index
values (above the 75th percentile of Is). These areas indicate cloud holes, where the vertical
velocity is likely directed downwards and the condensation of liquid droplets is reduced,
which increases the fraction of ice crystals. Although the theory predicts low values of
LWP and re in these regions (Gerber et al., 2005, 2013), the high ice fraction leads to the
strong overestimation of LWP compared to the microwave retrieval. In contrast to the
pattern observed on 25 May, the higher ice fraction in the cloud holes causes the slope
phase index to decrease with increasing cloud top reectivity.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Is measured on 2 June 2017 presented as a function of R1240 (green dots). The
dashed lines indicate the 25th percentile of R1240 and the 75th percentile of Is. The two grids
represent radiative transfer simulations for a range of pure liquid (red) and pure ice (blue) clouds.
The liquid water clouds cover droplets with re between 4 and 24 µm and LWP between 1 and
250 g m−2. The ice clouds are simulated for columnar ice crystals with re between 28 and 90 µm
and IWP between 1 and 250 g m−2. A SZA of 57.9° was considered. The purple stars shows the
independent LWP range retrieved by the 89 GHz passive channel of MiRAC and the SID-3 in situ
observation of particle size. (b) Zoom into the area highlighted by a dashed rectangle in (a). Color-
coded is the acquisition time of measurements illustrating changes along the ight path.
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5.2.3 Impact of the vertical distribution of ice and water
Mixed-phase clouds in the Arctic commonly consist of a single layer of supercooled liquid
water droplets at cloud top, from which ice crystals precipitate (Mioche et al., 2015), which
is in line with the radar/lidar observations presented in Fig. 5.7. Additionally, Ehrlich et al.
(2009) found evidence of ice crystals near the cloud top. Horizontal inhomogeneities in the
vertical distribution of the liquid water and ice occur in horizontal scales of 10 m (Korolev
and Isaac, 2006; Lawson et al., 2010) and are expected to relate to the small-scale structures
(i.e., holes and domes) on the cloud top. Therefore, reproducing the observed trends of
R1240 and Is with simulated mixed-phase clouds can provide information about the hori-
zontal distribution of the cloud thermodynamic phase vertical structure. For this reason,
theR1240 and Is observed on 2 June are compared with three dierent vertical mixing scen-
arios. A two-layer cloud scenario with a layer of liquid water droplets at cloud top (750 -
900 m) and a cloud bottom layer (600 - 750 m) consisting of precipitating ice particles was
assumed to represent the common two-layers vertical thermodynamic phase distribution.
In a second and third scenario, a vertically homogeneous mixture of ice and liquid particles
was assumed in the cloud layer (600 - 900 m), to represent the case when both liquid water
and ice crystals are also present in the upper cloud top layer. The partitioning between ice
and liquid droplets was varied by changing the ice fraction, dened by Eq. 1.5. Pure liquid
water clouds correspond to IF = 0 % and pure ice clouds to IF = 100 %. The slope phase index
and the spectral cloud top reectivity depend on the re of the ice and liquid particles and
on the TWP.
To inspect the spread of Is as a function of R1240 for mixed-phase cases with dierent IF,
either the re of the liquid and ice particles, or the TWP were kept constant. The approach
using a constant value of re was evaluated for the two-layer (Fig. 5.11a) and the vertic-
ally homogeneous mixing scenarios (Fig. 5.11b), considering a xed re of 9 µm for the
liquid droplets and 50 µm for the ice crystals. The TWP was varied between 25 g m−2 and
250 g m−2. The xed TWP approach was evaluated for the homogeneous mixing scenario
(Fig. 5.11c). Here, the TWP was xed to 120 g m−2. In this case, the re ranges between
4 µm and 24 µm for liquid droplets and between 28 µm and 90 µm for ice crystals. The
three scenarios show grids of Is where the increasing IF yields dierent patterns. The
comparison with the measurements shows that only the homogeneously mixed scenarios
(Figs. 5.11b and 5.11c) may reproduce the measured values of the slope phase index. In
the two-layers scenario (Fig. 5.11a), the liquid water signature dominates Is, masking the
presence of the cloud ice. These mixed-phase clouds need to be formed of at least IF = 70 %
to cause phase indices that eectively dier from those of pure liquid clouds. Additionally,
the TWP required to match the observations exceeds the observed values. This indicates
that a signicant amount of ice near the cloud top is needed to explain the observed high
values of Is.
The homogeneous phase mixing scenario presented on Fig. 5.11b could explain part of the
observed values of the reectivity and slope phase index. According to this scenario, the
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Is measured on 2 June 2017 as a function of R1240 with three mixing
scenarios of mixed-phase clouds. Observations in cloud holes are indicated by orange dots. Green
dots represent measurements in cloud domes. Scenario (a) simulates a two-layer cloud, while in
scenarios (b) and (c) a homogeneously mixed cloud are assumed. Scenario (b) considers mixed-
phase clouds of xed particle sizes (re,liquid of 9 µm and re,ice of 50 µm) and variable TWP between
25 and 250 g m−2. The grey solid lines connect clouds of equal TWP and the solid purple lines,
clouds of equal IF (indicated by the percentages). In scenario (c) TWP is xed to 120 g m−2 and the
particle sizes are varied. Here, purple lines connect clouds of equal ice fraction and the gray lines
connect clouds considering equal particle sizes.
cloud holes (reectivity below the 25th percentile ofR1240) would show higher ice fractions
(between 20 % and 40 %) and higher Is than the cloud dome centers (reectivity above the
25th percentile of R1240 and slope phase index below the 75th percentile of Is), where IF
would be between 0 and 20 %. Figure 5.11c shows the alternative scenario where the TWP
is xed to 120 g m−2. The simulated clouds cover most of the observed combinations of
slope phase indices and reectivities. In this scenario, the observed cloud would agree
with mixed-phase clouds of xed IF of about 40 %. In contrast to the scenario with xed
re, this pattern indicates that the ice fraction in the cloud centers is similar to that in the
cloud holes. The cloud domes centers consist of small droplets with eective radii between
4 µm and 6 µm and small ice crystals with eective radii between 28 µm and 36 µm. Larger
droplets, with re between 6 µm and 8 µm, and ice crystals, with re between 36 µm and
42 µm are found in the cloud holes. This pattern can be explained by a quick evaporation
of small droplets in the cloud holes leading to a larger re. Both idealized homogeneous
mixing scenarios reproduce the observations. However, based on the AISA Hawk meas-
urements of Is alone, it cannot be judged which scenario is more likely. In reality, neither
the particle sizes nor the TWP are horizontally xed in a cloud eld. A combination of
both scenarios might be closest to reality. However, due to the large number of possible
realizations (combinations of IWP, LWP, re,ice, re,liquid), it is impossible to fully resemble
the observations.
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5.3 Comparison of measurements and Large Eddy
Simulations
Comparing simulated cloud top reectivies and slope phase index based on ICON-LEM
cloud elds with the measurements of AISA Hawk will help to evaluate the conclusions
about the vertical structure of the cloud thermodynamic phase drawn in the previous sec-
tion.
For the two cloud cases of 25 May and 2 June, two regions of 21 km× 11 km enclosing
the corresponding aircraft measurements were simulated by ICON-LEM (Fig. 5.1b and
Fig. 5.6b). The resulting cloud proles are shown in Figs. 5.12a - 5.12c, and 5.12e - 5.12g.
The proles of ice fraction IF(z) shown in Figs. 5.12b and 5.12f are calculated, in corres-
pondence to Eq. 1.5, by:
IF(z) = IWC(z)LWC(z) + IWC(z) · 100 %. (5.1)
On 25 May, the clouds simulated by ICON-LEM are located at higher altitudes than ob-
served. However, the simulated proles of LWC, IWC, and IF conrm the vertical cloud
structure indicated by the active remote sensing measurements (Fig. 5.2a), with both li-
quid and ice phases being present. The IWC reaches a maximum value of 0.08 g m−3 at an
altitude 430 m below the 0.12 g m−3 maximum LWC at 900 m.
The cloud top reectivities simulated by libRadtran on the basis of the clouds simulated
by ICON-LEM have been used as synthetic measurements to calculate Is. These synthetic
Is are compared to the observations of AISA Hawk (Figs. 5.5 and 5.10). To further test the
sensitivity of R1240 and Is towards the vertical distribution of the cloud thermodynamic
phase, additional synthetic cloud top reectivities (rstly, neglecting the simulated IWC,
hence considering pure liquid water clouds, and secondly, doubling the simulated IWC),
were also investigated. The comparisons with the AISA Hawk measurements is shown in
Fig. 5.12d. The relation between R1240 and Is derived from the LES original LWC and IWC
proles shows that the liquid water dominated the cloud top layer, making its R1240 and Is
indiscernible from those of pure liquid water clouds. This is almost identical to the AISA
Hawk measurements (Fig. 5.12d). Only a few data points with higher Is range above the
grid of pure liquid water clouds. These data mostly have low R1240 and can be linked to
cloud edges with lower LWP located outside the measurement area of AISA Hawk, where
ice fractions are simulated to be higher than observed. Doubling the simulated IWC on
25 May (resulting in a maximum 0.16 g m−2 at 470 m) yielded a similar result: as for the
originally simulated proles, theR1240 and Is relation is, for most LES pixels, dominated by
the higher liquid water concentration at cloud top and cannot be dierentiated from pure
liquid water clouds. However, the enhanced IWC increases Is beyond values corresponding
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to pure liquid water clouds for a larger amount of cloud edge pixels than with the IWC
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Figure 5.12: Mean proles of liquid and ice water content, ice fraction and eective radius (a, b,
and c for 25 May 2017 and e, f, and g for 2 June 2017, respectively). The shaded areas indicate the
standard deviation of the considered distribution. The simulated R1240 and Is corresponding to the
original LES proles, as well as simulations neglecting the IWC (‘No LES ice’) and modifying it (‘2
LES ice’ for 25 May and ‘1000 LES ice’ for 2 June), are compared with R1240 and Is of pure-phase
clouds and the AISA Hawk measurements in (d) for 25 May and (h) for 2 June.
On 2 June, ICON-LEM produces a maximum IWC of 1.5×10-4 g m-3 located 170 m below the
maximum 0.37 g m-3 LWC at 530 m. As for 25 May, the vertical proles of IWC and LWC
agree with the active remote sensing measurements (Fig. 5.7), indicating the presence of
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both liquid and ice. However, as demonstrated by Fig. 5.12h, the original IWC simulated
by ICON-LEM is too low to eectively impact R1240 and Is, which follow the pattern of
pure liquid water clouds and did not reproduce the AISA Hawk observations. This dier-
ence suggests that the ICON-LEM underestimates the concentration of ice for the cloud
on 2 June 2017. In a test case, the IWC was increased by a factor of 1000 (maximum
value of 1.5×10-4 g m-3 at 360 m), to be in the same order of magnitude than the maximum
LWC. For this hypothetical cloud eld, the radiative transfer simulations reproduced the
observed values of Is, which deviate from the pure liquid case. However, the results of
the ICON-LEM simulations show many data points withR1240 way below the observations
(R1240 < 0.45). This indicates that the cloud eld produced by the LES, covering a larger
area than the observations, presents signicant cloud gaps (low TWP), which were located
outside the AISA Hawk measurement region. For the manipulated cloud, these cloud parts
show a signicant increase of Is with decreasing R1240, which can be attributed to cloud
edges similar to the cold air outbreak case of 25 May.
5.4 Impact of spatial resolution
The horizontal resolutions of ICON-LEM (100 m) and the airborne observations (∼10 m)
dier by about one order of magnitude. Additionally, satellite-borne imaging spectromet-
ers, commonly used to derive global distributions of cloud properties, typically do not reach
a spatial resolution as high as the AISA Hawk measurements. For instance, the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), MODIS, and the Hyperion imaging spectro-
meter have resolutions of 1000 m, 500 m, and 30 m pixel sizes, respectively (Kaur and Ganju,
2008; Li et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2018). This raises the question of how much of the
observed variability of Is is lost by horizontal averaging. To asses this question, the AISA
Hawk observations of the two cloud cases were averaged for larger pixel sizes. Figures 5.13
and 5.14 show a 900 m× 900 m subsection of the original elds of R1240 and Is projec-
ted for pixel sizes of 30 m (Hyperion), 90 m (∼ICON-LEM), 450 m (∼MODIS), and 900 m
(∼AVHRR). The relationship between Is and R1240 of the complete elds is illustrated in
Figs. 5.13c, 5.13f, 5.13i, 5.13l, and 5.13o for 25 May 2017 and in Figs. 5.14c, 5.14f, 5.14i, 5.14l,
and 5.14o for 2 June 2017. The statistics of R1240 and Is corresponding to the considered
pixel sizes for both days are presented in Tab. 5.4.
The smoothing of the cloud scene with increasing pixel size erases the ne spatial structure
of the cloud top, which remains only visible for 30 m pixel size. For the cloud case of 25 May,
the horizontal averaging mainly impacts the observed cloud geometry. The decreasing
contrast between the cloudy and cloud-free pixel changes the cloud mask and eventually
causes the loss of the cloud broken nature observed by AISA Hawk. The original range of
variability of R1240 between 0.10 and 0.50 decreases to the range between 0.14 and 0.23 at
900 m. The original variability of Is between -2.12 and 11.7 is reduced to the range from
6.60 to 7.71, but always indicates a cloud that is dominated by the liquid layer at cloud top.
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Table 5.4: R1240 and Is dependence upon the sensor resolution.
25 May 2017 2 June 2017
Min. Max. 25th pctl 75th pctl Min. Max. 25th pctl 25th pctl
R1240
Original 0.10 0.50 0.16 0.28 0.18 0.83 0.63 0.68
30 m 0.10 0.48 0.16 0.28 0.45 0.76 0.63 0.68
90 m 0.10 0.42 0.16 0.28 0.51 0.72 0.63 0.67
450 m 0.13 0.33 0.17 0.22 0.63 0.67 0.64 0.66
900 m 0.14 0.23 0.15 0.20 0.64 0.66 0.64 0.65
Is
Original -2.12 11.7 6.54 8.29 15.0 36.3 19.1 21.0
30 m 0.07 9.90 6.60 8.23 16.5 29.8 19.3 20.9
90 m 3.45 9.43 6.62 8.08 17.7 25.0 19.5 20.7
450 m 5.54 8.15 6.94 7.67 19.0 20.9 19.3 20.4
900 m 6.60 7.71 6.77 7.13 19.1 19.9 19.5 19.7
For the cloud on 2 June (Fig. 5.14), the averaging cannot aect the 100 % cloud cover. How-
ever, the variability of R1240 becomes signicantly reduced for larger pixel sizes (from the
original variability between 0.18 and 0.83 to a variability at 900 m between 0.64 and 0.66)
as no large-scale cloud structures are present. Similarly, the variability of Is diminishes for
observations with coarser spatial resolution from the original range between 15.0 and 36.3
to 19.1 and 19.9 for pixels of 900 m). A coarser resolution removes the contrast between
cloud holes, which are typically characterized by the presence of ice crystals (high Is)
and the cloud domes, where liquid droplets dominate (lower Is). For satellite observa-
tions with pixel sizes larger than 90 m, this prevents from characterizing and interpreting
the change of cloud phase in the small scale cloud structure and, therefore, conceals the
information about the vertical distribution of the thermodynamic phase contained in the
cloud top variability. Spatially high resolved imaging spectrometer measurements such as
those from the Hyperion spectrometer, or spatially highly resolved simulations, like the
ones from ICON-LEM, with pixels below 100 m, are still able to resolve part of the natural
horizontal variability.
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Figure 5.13: Is -R1240 relationship for 5 dierent pixel sizes (original AISA Hawk resolution, 30 m,
90 m, 450 m, and 900 m). (a), (d), (g), (j) and (m) show a 0.9 km× 0.9 km subsection of R1240 meas-
ured on 25 May as seen by the ve dierent resolutions; (b), (e), (h), (k) and (n) the corresponding
0.9 km× 0.9 km Is; and (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o) present the scatter between both magnitudes for the
complete 0.9 km× 4 km eld. The dashed lines indicate the 25th percentile of R1240 and Is for each
resolution.
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Figure 5.14: Is -R1240 for 5 dierent pixel sizes (original AISA Hawk resolution, 30 m, 90 m, 450 m,
and 900 m). (a), (d), (g), (j) and (m) show a 0.9 km× 0.9 km subsection of R1240 measured on 2 June
as seen by the ve dierent resolutions; (b), (e), (h), (k) and (n) the corresponding 0.9 km× 0.9 km
Is; and (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o) present the scatter between both magnitudes for the complete
0.9 km× 4 km eld. The dashed lines indicate the 25th percentile of R1240 and Is for each resol-
ution.

6 Statistics of cloud top properties
observed during ACLOUD
This chapter presents a statistical analysis of the cloud-top optical and microphysical prop-
erties as observed during ACLOUD, and retrieved from measurements of AISA Hawk. The
dierences arising between the cold, warm and normal period are also analyzed. Section 6.1
analyzes the observed distributions of Is and R1240, and Sect. 6.2 investigates τ , re, and
LWP.
Measurements of AISA Hawk sampled over the open ocean are analyzed. The ight legs
over open ocean were selected based on measurements of passive microwave micrometer
of MiRAC (courtesy of Leif-Leonard Kliesch, University of Cologne) and are displayed in
Fig. 6.1. To ensure the quality of the data set, the observations of AISA Hawk were ltered
applying technical criteria (i.e., ≤20 % of dropped frames due to instrumental failures and
exclusion of supersaturated observations). Remote sensing measurements were selected by
choosing constant ight altitudes (no ascents or descents) above 1500 m. Based on radiative
transfer simulations, all pixels with R1240≤ 0.1 were classied as cloud-free and excluded
from the statistical analysis. The geographical location of the selected AISA Hawk obser-
vations for each of the ACLOUD periods is shown in Fig. 6.1. The number of observations,
the cloud distance along ight track and the corresponding number of sampling hours are
presented in Tab. 6.1.
Due to the limitations of the measurement approach, the distributions of cloud top proper-
ties presented here are restricted in time and geographical location to the ights performed
during the ACLOUD campaign. Hence, the derived cloud top properties do not character-
ize the general clouds parameters occurring over the Fram Strait during late spring and
early summer. Additionally, features in the distributions of cloud top properties may cor-
respond to clouds observed during one single ight. Therefore, the variability indicated
by the derived distributions might not be observed in isolated cloud cases, but in clouds
forming on dierent days.
6.1 Slope slope phase index and reflectivity
The combination of cloud-top Is and R1240, as retrieved from the measured reected radi-
ances by the nadir pixel of AISA Hawk for clouds located over the open ocean, is presen-
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Figure 6.1: Flight tracks (dark gray) during ACLOUD highlighting the legs over open ocean (or-
ange). The location of the AISA Hawk measurements is displayed in red. Flight tracks in the
cold (a), the warm (b), and the normal pariods (c) are shown over MODIS true color images (ht-
tps://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/, last access: 28 August 2020) sampled during each of the peri-
ods (26 May, 11 June and 23 June, correspondingly).
Table 6.1: Number of observations, hours of measurements, and distance along ight track em-
ployed in the statistical analysis presented in this chapter
Period
Number Number Distance
of observations of hours along ight track (km)
ACLOUD 407306 4.96 1400
Cold 156434 1.48 390
Warm 73861 1.03 344
Normal 177011 2.45 666
ted in Fig. 6.2a for the complete ACLOUD campaign. The measured Is spreads continu-
ously between -5 and 40 while R1240 ranges between 0.1 and 1.0. Additionally, observa-
tions with extremely low values of Is, below -5, are linked to R1240∼ 0.5. The distribution
of Is and R1240 in Fig. 6.2a shows a high occurrence of observations with 10≤Is≤ 20 and
0.35≤R1240≤ 0.65. Two relative maxima appear aroundR1240 = 0.40 and Is = 9, and around
R1240 = 0.65 and Is = 18.
The variability of Is and R1240 observed during ACLOUD points towards diverse cloud
thermodynamic phase congurations occurring during the campaign. For the SZA val-
ues occurring during ACLOUD (∼ 60°) a rough discrimination between pure liquid and ice
clouds, and mixed-phase clouds can be achieved using Eq. 4.1, indicated by red dashed lines
in Fig. 6.2. Slope phase indices above the red dashed lines are considered to represent pure
ice clouds. Observations with values of Is and R1240 between the dashed lines can be dir-
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ectly classied as mixtures of liquid and ice, as radiative transfer simulations of pure-phase
clouds considering the solar elevations of ACLOUD do not reproduce this range of values.
Slope phase indices below the red dashed lines are considered to represent pure liquid water
clouds. Based on this rough classication, the frequency of occurrence of each cloud type
during ACLOUD is presented in Tab. 6.2. However, as investigated in Chapters 4 and 5, val-
ues ofR1240 and Is outside the area of direct detection of mixed-phase clouds do not always
correspond to pure-phase clouds, and may also be attributed to mixed-phase clouds with
dierent vertical congurations of the thermodynamic phase. Therefore, a higher fraction
of mixed-phase clouds than showed in Tab. 6.2 may have occurred. The accurate charac-
terization of the thermodynamic phase congurations yielding the observed distribution
of Is andR1240 would require a detailed analysis of each measurement case similar to what
presented in Chapter 5, where the individual observation conditions are considered, and
information on the clouds vertical structure is provided by active remote sensing.
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Figure 6.2: (a) 2D histogram of Is -R1240 during the whole ACLOUD period. The Is -R1240 dis-
tributions corresponding to the cold, warm and normal periods, normalized by the total number
of observations of each period, are displayed in (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The Is -R1240 values
between the dashed red lines indicate the direct identication of mixed-phase clouds.
The contribution to the total distribution of Is - R1240 by the observations acquired dur-
ing each of the three ACLOUD periods are shown in Figs. 6.2b-d. The dierent synoptic
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conditions of each period impact the properties of the clouds, as indicated by the dierent
distributions of Is and R1240. Characteristic values for each period are listed in Table 6.3.
The rough classication into pure- and mixed-phase clouds according to the thresholds
stablished by Eq. 4.1 is shown in Tab. 6.2.
The distribution of Is -R1240 (Fig. 6.2b) during the cold period resembles the general distri-
bution during ACLOUD. While R1240 ranges between 0.10 and 0.94, Is does so between -5
and 40. The maximum occurrence of data appears at 0.3≤R1240≤ 0.5 and 5≤Is≤ 20. With
20.4 % of the observations presenting Is and R1240 values hinting towards ice-containing
clouds, this period presents the highest occurrence of this kind of clouds. Observations
with Is≤ -5 at R1240∼ 0.5 are exclusive from this period.
During the warm air advection, the distribution ofR1240 and Is, shown in Fig. 6.2c, presents
a much more compact shape than during the other two periods. The little spread of the
Is-R1240 combinations reects the homogeneous nature of the clouds observed during the
warm air advection. The maximumR1240 is about 0.77 and the slope phase index covers the
interval of values between 2.3 and 27.2. The distribution presents a pronounced maximum
at R1240 = 0.64 and Is = 17.0. The relatively low values of Is associated to these clouds ini-
tially classies them as pure liquid water clouds. However, similar to Sect. 5.2, to reproduce
the corresponding high reectivities, pure liquid water clouds of LWP> 200 g m−2 would
be necessary. The low occurrence of such LWP values in the Arctic (e.g. Shupe et al., 2005;
de Boer et al., 2009; Mioche et al., 2017; Gierens et al., 2020) cast doubt on the classica-
tion of these clouds as pure liquid, and hints towards mixed-phase clouds also developing
within this period.
Figure 6.2d presents the distribution of Is and R1240 corresponding to the normal period.
Similar to the general ACLOUD trend, and the cold period, Is andR1240 spread over a wide
range of values (0.10≤R1240≤ 0.98 and 1≤Is≤ 46). In this case, two well dened maxima
are obvious: one at R1240 = 0.42 and Is = 10, and a second one at R1240 = 0.65 and Is = 20.
Whereas the rst maximum presents similar Is and R1240 values to the maximum in the
cold period, the second maximum is representative of clouds with congurations of the
thermodynamic phase similar to those in the warm period. Hence, the clouds in the normal
period likely combine the thermodynamic phase distributions of the clouds observed in
both previous periods.
The derived distributions of Is and R1240 for ACLOUD cannot be condently attributed to
liquid water clouds only. Hence, the occurrence of mixed-phase clouds is likely during the
whole campaign period. Clouds containing ice are expected to bias the retrieval of τ and
re, and produce values of retrieved LWP above 100 g m2.
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Table 6.2: Frequency of occurrence of pure- and mixed-phase clouds during ACLOUD and its three
synoptic periods, normalized by the number of observations of each period.
Period Mixed-phase clouds Liquid-water clouds Ice clouds
ACLOUD 12.2 % 86.9 % 0.9 %
Cold 18.7 % 79.6 % 1.7 %
Warm 1.5 % 98.5 % 0.0 %
Normal 10.8 % 88.53 % 0.63 %
6.2 Optical thickness, eective radius, and liquid water
path
The τ , re, and LWP retrieved during the ACLOUD campaign, using the nadir pixel meas-
urements of the AISA Hawk for periods over open ocean, are displayed in Figs. 6.3a, 6.3c
and 6.3e. The retrieval procedure was introduced in Sect. 3.4.2. As discussed above, the
assumption of vertically homogeneous liquid-water-phase clouds in the LUT is expected
to bias the retrieved cloud-top properties. This bias can be used as an indicator for the
presence of ice crystals at cloud top, which might be linked to the synoptic conditions dur-
ing ACLOUD. Characteristic values of the retrieved cloud-top properties are compiled in
Tab. 6.3.
The clouds observed during ACLOUD are characterized by optical thickness values ranging
between 3 and 41 for 90 % of the cases (Fig. 6.3a). The mean τ is 17 and two relative maxima
of occurrence appear at 6≤ τ ≤ 12 and 21≤ τ ≤ 24. These two maxima are related to the
maxima in Is and R1240 in Fig. 6.2a. The relative contribution of each period (cold, warm,
normal) to the total ACLOUD optical thickness (Fig. 6.3b) reveals a similar τ distribution in
the three periods to that of the overall ACLOUD campaign, with two local maxima arising
at τ ≤ 12 and 20≤ τ ≤ 25 in the three cases. Whereas optically thin clouds (τ ≤ 12) were
relatively more abundant during the cold and the normal period, optically thick clouds
(21≤ τ ≤ 24) dominated the warm period. However, during this period, a relevant fraction
of the observed clouds presented specially low optical thickness values, between 0 and 3.
The retrieved re reveals a large variety of cloud droplet sizes during ACLOUD (Fig. 6.3c),
ranging between 6 µm and 20 µm for 90 % of the observations. The average retrieved re
is 13, but values of re between 7 µm and 10 µm appear frequently. A large fraction of the
observations present relative high eective radius (re≥ 13) and might be due to biases
caused by in-cloud ice. Analyzing the contribution of the three ACLOUD periods, shown
in Fig. 6.3d, reveals monomodal distributions of re in the warm and normal period, with
maxima at relatively small particle sizes (7≤ re≤ 10), similar to the general ACLOUD re.
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Figure 6.3: Histograms of (a) cloud τ , (c) re, and (e) LWP over open ocean during ACLOUD.
The separated contributions of each ACLOUD period, normalized by the number of measurements
acquired during each period, are shown in (b), (d) and (f), respectively.
However, the cold period period presents a bimodal distribution with two re relative max-
ima at 7 µm and at 15 µm. Large particles (re ∼15 µm) are more frequent in this case.
The combination of τ and re using Eq. 3.17 estimates the liquid water path of the clouds
appearing over open ocean during the ACLOUD campaign, as shown in Fig. 6.3e. The
average retrieved LWP is 146 g m−2, with a maximum in the LWP distribution between
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45 g m−2 and 60 g m−2. A 57 % of the observations retrieved a LWP larger than 100 g m−2,
which is not statistically representative for Arctic clouds (Shupe et al., 2006; Mioche et al.,
2017; Nomokonova et al., 2019; Gierens et al., 2020), and is likely due to a bias in the re-
trieval caused by the presence of ice crystals (Coopman et al., 2019; Ruiz-Donoso et al.,
2020). For observations over open ocean, the 89 GHz passive channel of MiRAC retrieved
an average LWP value of 67 g m−2 for ACLOUD, with 90 % of the observations presenting
a LWP≤ 120 g m−2 (courtesy of Leif-Leonard Kliesch, University of Cologne).
Unrealistically high values of LWP are retrieved during all three periods of ACLOUD,
which might indicate the presence of mixed-phase clouds during the entire campaign, in
agreement with the distributions of Is andR1240. Although the absolute values of retrieved
LWP are most likely biased, the shapes of the LWP distributions for the three ACLOUD
periods, shown in Fig. 6.3f, show signicant dierences. The warm and the normal periods
present well-dened bimodal LWP distributions. In the warm period, the rst maximum
occurs at 0 g m−2≤ LWP≤ 15 g m−2 and corresponds to observations with R1240≤ 0.20 and
Is≤ 10 in Fig. 6.2c. The second maximum, where most observations concentrate, ap-
pears at 75 g m−2≤ LWP≤ 90 g m−2. This maximum is related to the maximum observed
at R1240 = 0.64 and Is = 17 in Fig. 6.2c. In the normal period, both maxima are displaced
towards higher LWP. The rst maximum, concentrating the highest number of observa-
tions, appear at 45 g m−2≤ LWP≤ 60 g m−2, corresponding to R1240 = 0.42 and Is = 10 in
Fig. 6.2d. The second maximum comprises values of 195 g m−2≤ LWP≤ 210 g m−2 and
relates to R1240 = 0.65 and Is = 20 in Fig. 6.2d. The cold period presents no statistically pre-
ferred value of the LWP, and most of the observations distribute between 0 and 250 g m−2
in a fairly homogeneous way. Values of LWP between 15 g m−2 and 30 g m−2 are slightly
favored. This can be related to the nature of the clouds forming in this period. The typical
cloud street structures observed during the cold air outbreak would cause a similar number
of observations to correspond to cloud peripherical areas (low LWP values) than to cloud
central regions (large LWP values).
Mioche et al. (2015), Gierens et al. (2020), and Nomokonova et al. (2020) reported larger
cloud LWP values observed during the advection of warm and moist air masses from south-
ern latitudes than in clouds forming in dry and cold air masses originating in the central
Arctic. The LWP retrieved based on AISA Hawk measurements for ACLOUD not only
diers with these studies in its values (about one order of magnitude larger), but does not
represent this trend either. This suggests that the largest overestimation in the retrieved
LWP due to ice crystals occurred during the cold period, which agrees with the higher
occurrence of observed ice-containing clouds, as presented in Tab. 6.2.
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Table 6.3: Characteristic values of cloud-top properties (τ , re, LWP,R1240 and Is) during ACLOUD
for measurements over open ocean.
ACLOUD Cold period Warm period Normal period
23 May - 26 June 2017 23 - 29 May 30 May - 12 June 13 - 26 June
R1240±∆R1240
Mean 0.47± 0.02 0.43± 0.02 0.54± 0.03 0.46± 0.02
5th pctl 0.17± 0.01 0.16± 0.01 0.17± 0.2 0.18± 0.1
95th pctl 0.69± 0.03 0.67± 0.03 0.67± 0.03 0.70± 0.04
Max. occ. 0.63± 0.02 0.37± 0.02 0.64± 0.03 0.42± 0.02
Is±∆Is
Mean 13.5± 0.6 11.7± 0.5 14.4± 0.7 14.7± 0.7
5th pctl 3.6± 0.2 -24.1± 0.9 6.2± 0.3 6.4± 0.3
95th pctl 25.9± 1.2 28.4± 1.2 19.6± 1.0 25.7± 1.4
Max. occ. 17.5± 0.5 10.0± 0.3 17.5± 0.9 10.0± 0.5
τ ±∆τ
Mean 17.3± 1.4 16.8± 1.3 18.8± 1.6 17.1± 1.5
5th pctl 2.6± 0.2 2.8± 0.2 2.4± 0.01 2.5± 0.2
95th pctl 40.7± 3.2 42.9± 3.3 32.4± 2.7 43.4± 3.5
Max. occ. 6.0± 0.5 6.0± 0.5 21.0± 1.7 6.0± 0.5
Mean 13.3± 4.4 14.8± 4.4 10.0± 3.6 13.3± 4.6
re±∆re 5th pctl 6.2± 2.0 6.0± 1.8 6.2± 2.2 6.3± 2.2
(µm) 95th pctl 19.8± 6.5 20.7± 6.2 15.5± 5.6 19.2± 6.6
Max. occ. 9.0± 3.3 15.0± 6.0 9.0± 3.3 9.0± 3.1
Mean 145± 51 157± 51 126± 47 144± 53
LWP±∆ LWP 5th pctl 15± 5 16± 5 9± 3 16± 6
(g m−2) 95th pctl 341± 120 387± 124 236± 88 336± 124
Max. occ. 45± 16 15± 5 90± 34 45± 17
7 Summary, conclusions, and outlook
Based on 1D and 3D radiative transfer simulations in combination with passive solar re-
mote sensing observations, traditional retrieval methods for Arctic mixed-phase cloud top
properties (characterizing thermodynamic phase, as well as optical and microphysical para-
meters) were evaluated. The limitations associated to mixtures of ice crystals and liquid
water droplets, and with regard to their vertical distribution inside the cloud, normally dis-
regarded, especially in satellite remote sensing methods, were analyzed. In selected cases,
these limitations were used to identify mixed-phase scenes.
The retrieval methods were applied to the high spatially resolved 2D cloud top maps of
observed reected radiances collected by the AISA Hawk imaging spectrometer. The ob-
servations were collected during the ACLOUD campaign, which took place in the prox-
imity of the Svalbard archipelago in May and June 2017. Two case studies of low level
clouds observed in a cold outbreak and a warm air advection were analyzed in detail. The
results based on the AISA Hawk measurements were supported with active remote sens-
ing measurements and LES, to characterize the impact of the vertical distribution of the
thermodynamic phase on the cloud top horizontal small-scale properties. The strategy to
analyze the highly resolved airborne measurements was evaluated for a potential applica-
tion to satellite observations. The threshold spatial resolution needed to identify the cloud
phase spatial signature was quantied.
Finally, a statistical overview of the cloud top properties during ACLOUD was derived from
the passive remote sensing observations of AISA Hawk over open ocean. Dierences in
the properties of the clouds arising during the three synoptic periods of ACLOUD were
analyzed. The major results and conclusions are discussed in the following sections.
7.1 Cloud thermodynamic phase discrimination
The spectrally resolved AISA Hawk observations of cloud top reectivity allows studying
the variability of the slope phase index Is down to scales of a few meters. It is well known
that this type of measurements mostly represent the properties of the cloud top region,
with a penetration depth into the cloud of about 200 m, depending on the wavelength and
the optical thickness (Platnick, 2000; Chen et al., 2008; Ehrlich, 2009; Krisna et al., 2018).
Hence, Rλ and Is need to be interpreted as a measure of the thermodynamic phase of the
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cloud top layer. However, as the cloud optical thickness decreases, the cloud reected radi-
ances are more inuenced by lower cloud layers and may even be distorted by the albedo
of the underlying surface.
blank line
Section 4.1 made use of 1D radiative transfer simulations to characterize the values of Is.
To account for typical situations in the Arctic, low level clouds of dierent optical and mi-
crophysical properties were considered. Clouds occurring over two scenarios of surface
albedo were analyzed: the dark surface of the open ocean, and a bright snow surface with
a SGS of 50 µm. The traditional Is threshold value of 20 used by Ehrlich et al. (2008a) and
Ehrlich (2009) was found suitable to discriminate most pure liquid and ice phase clouds
over open ocean, if the Sun was suciently high over the horizon (SZA = 60°). However,
issues were identied to accurately discriminating the cloud thermodynamic phase in case
of clouds occurring over snow covered scenes. Mixed-phase clouds often reveal ambigu-
ities with pure liquid water clouds. Liquid water clouds over a snow surface presented
similar Is values than those of mixed-phase clouds occurring over the ocean or snow. In
case of measurements over snow or sea ice surfaces, without additional information about
the surface albedo, it would not be possible to condently decide which kind of cloud is
present. For this reason, this thesis focused only on observations collected over open ocean.
blank line
However, the characterization of mixed-phase clouds over the dark ocean is not free of
challenges. The Is corresponding to pure-phase clouds, either liquid water or ice, overlaps
with that of mixed-phase clouds. Therefore, a single constant threshold value of Is can-
not unambiguously discriminate mixed-phase scenarios. The use of a constant threshold
of Is would prevent the study of the small-scale spatial transitions in the thermodynamic
phase of mixed-phase clouds. Dynamic thresholds of Is, dened as a function of R1240, im-
proved the discrimination between pure liquid or ice phase clouds, and provided a potential
identication of mixed-phase clouds. The combination of R1240 and Is accounted for the
dierent optical thickness of liquid and ice clouds. Combination of values of R1240 and Is,
which would not correspond to pure-phase water clouds, would indeed be characteristic of
mixed-phase clouds. Cases of relatively high solar elevation (SZA = 60°) presented the most
clear separation between the Is-R1240 of liquid clouds and ice clouds, hence providing the
larger probability of identifying the mixed phases. However, the Is-R1240 of mixed-phase
clouds only presented values not overlapping with those of pure liquid water clouds when
the ice crystals were close to the cloud top. Vertically homogeneous clouds presented this
characteristics. In these cases, an estimation of the ice fraction within the cloud would also
be possible (Thompson et al., 2016). In case of the typically observed liquid-topped mixed-
phase cloud, with ice crystals precipitating in lower cloud layers, the signature of the liquid
droplets in the cloud top dominated Is-R1240, and only ice fractions ≥ 80 % caused Is-R1240
to eectively dier from those of pure-phase clouds.
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7.2 Optical thickness, eective radius, and liquid water
path
The look-up table (LUT) method introduced by Nakajima and King (1990), and applied
by Bierwirth et al. (2013), and Schäfer et al. (2013) for simultaneous retrieval of cloud op-
tical thickness τ and eective radius re from nadir radiance observations, was extended
to the o-nadir observations of AISA Hawk. Thus, highly spatially resolved 2D maps of
τ and re were derived. The LUTs used in this thesis assume liquid water clouds with
a homogeneous vertical prole of cloud microphysical properties. This assumption is sus-
pected to biase the retrieved cloud top properties even in case of pure liquid water clouds
(Zhou et al., 2016), and to cause signicant retrieval uncertainties in case of mixed-phase
clouds. Section 4.2 analyzed the impact of retrieving τ and re assuming pure liquid wa-
ter clouds for mixed-phase clouds with dierent vertical structures. Homogeneous mixed-
phase clouds, with ice particles present in the cloud top region, and two-layered structures,
with a liquid-dominated top layer, from which ice crystals precipitate, were investigated.
In both cases, the ice crystals caused an overestimation of the retrieved τ and re, which
resulted in an overestimation of the LWP. In case of the two-layered mixed-phase clouds,
the retrieved LWP would double the original value for ice fractions of about 35 %. If the
ice crystals appeared in the higher cloud layers, as was the case of vertically homogeneous
clouds, an ice fraction down to 10 % was sucient to reproduce a similar overestimation
in the retrieved LWP. These ndings also apply to passive solar observations by satellite-
borne instruments (Coopman et al., 2019). However, while LWP based on airborne spectro-
meter measurements is highly spatially resolved (down to 2 m) and can provide information
of the small-scale spatial variability of the ice crystals in mixed-phase clouds, the coarser
resolutions of space-borne observations prevent this application.
Additionally, the AISA Hawk measurements, sampling the cloud top geometry with a res-
olution of about 10 m, were aected by 3D radiative eects (Zinner and Mayer, 2006). The
2D elds of cloud properties were corrected from the horizontal transport of photons occur-
ring between neighbouring pixels applying an iterative deconvolution method introduced
by Zinner et al. (2006), as explained in Sect. 4.3. Shading eects due to the 3D nature of the
clouds were also analyzed. The question of whether this kind of artifacts produced a sim-
ilar eect to that of an inhomogeneity in the thermodynamic phase on the retrieved cloud
top properties was addressed in Section 3.5. Using 3D radiative transfer simulations per-
formed with MCARaTS, the cloud top reectivity of two idealized clouds was simulated.
In the rst case, a pure liquid water eld was considered, with a cloud top altitude reduced
in the central region by 50 m, which casts a shadow. In the second case, the cloud top alti-
tude was kept constant, but the central region contained a mixture of liquid and ice. These
inhomogeneities in the cloud top and in the phase distribution produced in both cases an
increase of the slope phase index Is. However, only the cloud with a mixed-phase region
revealed an observable increase in the retrieved LWP with respect to the input value. The
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shaded region aected mainly the retrieved τ (underestimated) and re (overestimated),
whose biases compensated each other in the LWP calculation with Eq. 3.17 (Horváth et al.,
2014). While mixed-phase regions can be held accountable for irrealistically high retrieved
LWP values, associated to increases in Is, shaded regions cannot explain this eect. Hence,
in this theses, retrieved LWP well above 100 g m−2 were used to help identify mixed-phase
scenes measured by AISA Hawk.
7.3 Observations of two case studies
Chapter 5 introduced two cloud cases observed over open ocean close to Spitzbergen dur-
ing the ACLOUD campaign. On 25 May 2017, the cloud scene sampled evolved within
a cold air outbreak, whereas a cloud that had formed in a warm air advection event was
sampled on 2 June 2017. For both cloud cases, the combined radar and lidar observations
indicated the mixed-phase character of the clouds, with liquid water droplets in the cloud
top layer and ice crystals below. While the lidar penetrated the strongly reecting liquid
cloud layer on 25 May, partly until the surface, the strong extinction of the lidar signal
close to the cloud top observed on 2 June indicated higher liquid water amounts. The ver-
tical structure of the radar backscatter also diered between both days, with reectivities
reaching the ground on 25 May typical for light snow precipitation. These dierent cloud
vertical structures inuenced the ability to detect the ice by the imaging spectrometer ob-
servations of AISA Hawk using the slope phase index Is. On 25 May, Is was dominated by
the liquid water contained at the cloud top layer, which led to a misclassication as a pure
liquid water cloud. The small-scale variability of Is observed on 25 May related mostly
to the variability of the liquid cloud layers. On 2 June, AISA Hawk measured higher Is,
which hinted at the presence of ice crystals in higher cloud layers. Additionally, the LWP,
retrieved by assuming pure liquid clouds, showed unrealistically high values compared to
the observations by MiRAC, which supported this conclusion. The high values of Is and
the large retrieval bias of LWP were observed close to areas of low cloud reectivity (cloud
holes). The comparison of both cloud cases emphasized the limitations of passive remote
sensing alone to identify layered mixed-phase structures if the ice is not suciently close
to the cloud top. In particular, in these cases the combination of active and passive remote
sensing is crucial to fully characterize the horizontal and vertical distribution of ice and
liquid water particles in mixed-phase clouds.
The highly resolved horizontal distribution of Is observed on 2 June was analyzed using
radiative transfer simulations assuming dierent mixing scenarios of ice and liquid water
content. Two homogeneous mixing scenarios, either keeping the TWP or the particle sizes
xed when changing the ice fraction, did reproduce the observed pattern of variability.
However, based on the AISA Hawk measurements of Is alone, it could not be judged which
scenario was closer to reality. To consider modeled phase-mixing scenarios of IWP, LWP,
re,ice, re,liquid and the vertical cloud structure, the ICON-LEM was applied. The vertical
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proles of microphysical cloud top properties simulated by ICON-LEM roughly represen-
ted major features of the vertical proles obtained by MiRAC and AMALi for both cloud
cases. To compare with the AISA Hawk measurements, radiative transfer simulations of
the cloud top were performed on the basis of the ICON-LEM thermodynamic phase pro-
les. For both cases, the variability of Is calculated from the simulations, was represen-
ted by pure liquid water clouds. Enhancing the IWC simulated by ICON-LEM indicated
that, whereas on 25 May this behavior was due to the liquid-water-dominated cloud top
layer, on 2 June, the simulated concentration of ice crystals was underestimated. In a test
case where the IWC was enhanced 1000 times, the simulated cloud central regions showed
a comparable structure as observed by AISA Hawk. Additionally, the area simulated by
ICON-LEM produced signicant cloud gaps not present in the smaller cloud section ob-
served by AISA Hawk. Similarly to 25 May, the cloud gaps presented high values of Is.
The comparison of the simulated Is-R1240 patterns with measured ones could be used to
assess the performance of ICON-LEM, which reproduced the vertical structure of the two
observed cloud cases, but produced too little ice on 2 June. Nevertheless, to fully exploit
the measurements-model synergy, synthetic radar and lidar measurements should be sim-
ulated based on ICON-LEM, taking as well into consideration the ice habit observed by
in-situ measurements.
The grid size of ICON-LEM (100 m) was found sucient to resolve the small-scale structure
of mixed-phase clouds and to produce dierent patterns of Is, giving indication on the
vertical distribution of the cloud thermodynamic phase. A sensitivity study reducing the
horizontal resolution of the passive remote sensing observations illustrated that pixel sizes
below 100 m, such as provided by the Hyperion imager spectrometer or airborne spectral
imagers, are required to resolve the horizontal distribution of ice and liquid water in Arctic
mixed-phase clouds. However, common satellite sensors such as MODIS or AVHRR are not
able to capture the small-scale distribution of Is.
7.4 Cloud top properties during ACLOUD
Cloud top properties retrieved by the nadir radiance measurements over open ocean of
AISA Hawk during ACLOUD were presented in Chapter 6. The cloud top properties during
each of the three ACLOUD synoptic periods were investigated.
The variability in the 2D distribution of R1240 and Is indicated the variety of cloud ther-
modynamic congurations sampled during ACLOUD. A high number of observations
showed 10≤Is≤ 20 and 0.35≤R1240≤ 0.65, with two relative maxima appearing around
R1240 = 0.40 and Is = 9 and around R1240 = 0.65 and Is = 18. These maxima were visible in
the ACLOUD distribution of τ as well. TheR1240 and Is also illustrated the dierent nature
of the clouds appearing during each synoptic period. Whereas the cold and the normal
period presented a sparse Is -R1240 distribution similar to the entire ACLOUD period, dur-
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ing the warm period, Is -R1240 presented a much more localized aspect, organizing around
R1240∼ 0.77 and Is∼ 17.0, as a consequence of the homogeneous stratiform clouds form-
ing. The Is -R1240 distribution in the normal period showed two relative maxima, at similar
locations than the one in the cold period, and the one in the warm period. This pointed
towards a population of clouds arising in this last ACLOUD period with similar spatial dis-
tribution of the thermodynamic phase to those of the clouds present in both the cold and
the warm period. The observed distributions of R1240 and Is during ACLOUD cannot be
completely reproduced by simulated pure liquid water clouds illuminated with the SZA oc-
curring during the campaign. A rough thermodynamic phase classication using dynamic
thresholds of Is revealed that, at least, 12 % of the clouds observed during ACLOUD were
of mixed-phase type. Due to the ambiguity in Is between pure- and mixed-phase clouds,
the real fraction of mixed-phase clouds during ACLOUD is likely to be higher. Between
the three synoptic periods of ACLOUD, the cold period revealed the higher occurrence of
ice containing clouds.
The retrieval of τ , re, and LWP considers LUTs formed by plane-parallel pure liquid water
clouds with a homogeneous vertical prole. Inhomogeneous cloud vertical proles, in-
cluding multilayer clouds, in-cloud ice and 3D eects biased the retrieved properties, and
were specially apparent in the retrieved LWP. A 57 % of the analyzed measurement cases
show LWP values above 100 g m−2, not representative for Arctic clouds (Shupe et al., 2006;
Mioche et al., 2017; Nomokonova et al., 2019; Gierens et al., 2020). However, these values
of LWP presented the same order of magnitude than the retrieval biases associated to the
presence of ice crystals within the clouds (Section 4.2).
Despite these limitations, characteristic features of the clouds arising during the three peri-
ods of ACLOUD were extracted. Optically think clouds (τ ≤12) were predominant during
the cold and normal periods, with optically thicker clouds (τ ≥12) dominating the warm
air advection. Small particle sizes (re≤ 10.0) appeared during the three periods, but larger
particles re≥ 13.0 were more frequent during the cold period. The LWP shows bimodal
distributions in the warm and normal periods. The maxima in the LWP distribution of
the normal period were displaced towards higher values compared to the warm ones. The
LWP during the cold period showed no clearly preferred value and distributes in a homo-
geneous way between 0 and 200 g m−2. This behavior agreed with the nature of the clouds
in the cold air outbreak, which organize in roll structures. Hence, the likelihood of meas-
urements in cloud central areas (high LWP) was similar to that of a measurements in the
cloud edges (low LWP). The average retrieved LWP in the cold period (157± 51 g m−2) is
larger than the one retrieved in the warm period (126± 47 g m−2). This diers with previ-
ous studies by Mioche et al. (2017), Nomokonova et al. (2020) and Gierens et al. (2020), who
observed larger LWP in warm and moist air masses advected from southern latitudes than
in cold and dry masses. This suggests that the overestimation of the AISA Hawk LWP due
to ice crystals is the largest during the cold period of ACLOUD, and agrees with the larger
fraction of ice-containing clouds identied in this period.
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Dierent vertical distributions of the thermodynamic phase may reproduce the Is -R1240
distributions observed during ACLOUD. To correctly interpret them, as well as to quantify
the bias in the retrieved τ , re and LWP, the combination of the AISA Hawk observations
with active remote sensing by AMALi and MiRAC, and with LES, for every single meas-
urement case would be crucial.
7.5 Outlook
This thesis highlighted the need of combining passive and active remote sensing techniques
with radiative transfer simulations to characterize the 3D thermodynamic phase structure
of mixed-phase clouds, and to correctly interpret the small scale variabiliy of the cloud top
optical and microphysical properties derived from passive remote sensing measurements.
Hence, future analysis of the measurements of AISA Hawk will take into consideration the
simultaneous radar reectivity and lidar backscatter measurements of MiRAC and AMALi,
respectively. As presented here, the combination of passive and active remote sensing with
simulations of ICON-LEM is of high value. The ACLOUD campaign provides a unique op-
portunity to validate the performance of ICON-LEM in Arctic conditions. In future studies,
synthetic R1240 and Is distributions should be derived based on LES for the ACLOUD con-
ditions, and compared to the measurements of AISA Hawk presented in Sect. 6.1.
Clouds over highly reective surfaces, such as ice or snow, were not considered in this
thesis. Active remote sensing measurements provide an advantageous point of view in
these cases, as they are not aected by the surface properties. Hence, the information about
the cloud vertical structure they provide can be used to improve the retrievals of cloud
top properties based on passive remote sensing. Extending the combination of active and
passive remote sensing measurements to observations over sea ice will help to characterize
the change of cloud properties in air mass transformations in close vicinity to the sea ice
edge (e.g., Pithan et al. (2018) suggests fast changes of clouds properties when warm air
masses cross the sea ice). In such cases, a retrieval of cloud properties independent on the
surface type is mandatory to avoid contamination of the analysis by retrieval biases.
The methods developed to analyze the ACLOUD measurements can be applied in sim-
ilar fashion to other airborne campaigns to extend the data base for dierent seasons and
regions. In 2019, identical remote sensing instrumentation than during ACLOUD was op-
erated during the Airborne measurements of radiative and turbulent FLUXes of energy
and momentum in the Arctic boundary layer (AFLUX) campaign, performed in the same
geographical region, but during March - April 2019. The dierent season and dierent
synoptic conditions during AFLUX are expected to inuence the properties of the clouds.

A Eective radius - median mass
diameter relation
In the following appendix, the solution of Eq.3.25, as expressed by Eq.3.26, is explicitely
derived.






































































Hence, Eq. A.2 can be rewritten as
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η exp(−κ) dκ. (A.7)
when eliminating the identical terms appearing in both sides of the equation.











Eq. A.7 can be expressed as:
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Numerical solved, Eq. A.11 yields κm = 6.576. Reversing the change of variable (Eq. A.5)
and considering the denition of χ (Eq. 3.21), we obtain















that, introducing the constants values (a = 0.217, b = 0.302, ν = 1, and η = 1/3), results in
Dm = 0.206 · 10−6 x̄0.302, (A.13)
with x̄ = ζi/Ni. Equation A.12 allows the estimation of Dm corresponding to the ice
crystals in every LES output grid cell. In this work, to account for the non-sphericity of the
ice crystals in the radiative transfer simulations, all ice is considered to have a columnar-
shape.
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Figure A.1: Relation between theDm and theDeff for columnar ice crystals based on in-situ meas-
urements during eleven eld campaigns depicted by Baum et al. (2005a) and Baum et al. (2014)
The measurement-based relation between Dm and Deff for columnar ice crystals is shown
in Fig. A.1, based on in-situ measurements collected during eleven eld campaigns depicted
by Baum et al. (2005a, 2014). The measurements were provided by Dr. Bryan Baum (Science
and Technology Corporation). The combination of a fourth degree polynomial t and a
linear t between Dm and Deff yields Eq. 3.27:

Deff,ice = −1.04 · 10−9D4m + 2.16 · 10−6D3m−
− 1.72 · 10−3D2m + 0.77Dm − 1.62 if Dm ≤ 700 µm
Deff,ice = 0.11Dm + 108.5. if Dm > 700 µm
(A.14)
The eective radius is subsequently obtained dividing Deff by 2.

B Uncertainty estimation
Magnitudes which are not measured directly, but calculated based on direct measurements,
are known as indirect measurements. Given a magnitude f(x0, ..., xn), dependent upon the











The reectivity at 1240 nm R1240 and the slope phase index Is are indirect measurements
based on the direct measurements of upward radiance I↑λ and downwards irradiance F
↓
λ by
AISA Hawk and SMART. According to Eq. B.1, their uncertainty can be expressed as:


















Is ± ∆Is = 100 ·
(λb − λa)
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with λa = 1550 nm, λb = 1700 nm and m the the linear t slope of Rλ between λa and λb as:
Rλ,fit = m · λ+ c. (B.4)
For a t of N pairs of measuredRλ − λ, the slope uncertainty is calculated as (Reed, 1989):























102 B. Uncertainty estimation
To estimate the uncertainty in the retrieved optical thickness τ and eective radius re, the
uncertainty in the measured upwards radiance I↑λ is considered. For every observation, the
retrieval procedure is simultaneously applied to the measured radiance I↑λ, and associated






λ, respectively. This yields an
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,up − re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,down − re |
)
. (B.8)
Consequently, Eq. B.1 yields the uncertainty in the LWP as:





(re ·∆τ)2 + (τ ·∆re)2. (B.9)
C LWP retrieval based on passive
microwave radiometer
measurements
Measurements by the 89 GHz passive channel of the Microwave Radiometer for Arctic
Clouds (MiRAC, Mech et al., 2019) were used to estimate the liquid water path (LWP) for
the two case studies. Brightness temperatures (TB) were measured under a tilted angle
of 25° with respect to nadir backwards with 1 s integration time. At this frequency, TB
depends on the surface emission, dependent in turn on the sea surface temperature (SST)
and wind speed, and on atmospheric contributions by atmospheric gases and cloud liquid.
Cloud ice does not contribute to the signal and only strong snowfall could lead to TB reduc-
tion by scattering, i.e. 500 g m−2 snowfall correspond to about 1-2 K reduction. On short
time scales – such as the two minute long ight tracks – variations are mainly caused by
cloud variability. Therefore, a simplied algorithm exploiting the relative change of TB
compared to a base state was developed.
For each of the two cases, the closest dropsonde was used to calculate TB as a function of
LWP, assuming a cloud between 500 and 100 m above sea level. Within these microwave ra-
diative transfer simulations, the wind speed was taken from the lowest available dropsonde
level (5 m s−1 on 25 May and 7.7 m s−1 on 2 June) and the SST (275 K) from climatological
data. Liquid water emission leads to an increase in TB above the radiatively cold ocean.
When subtracting the clear sky TB (TB0), the resulting ∆TB can be well approximated by a
third order regression with an uncertainty of ca. 1 g m−2 in LWP. Due to the dierent wind
speed and moisture conditions of the two cases, uncertainties of about 5 g m−2 (12 g m−2)
at 100 g m−2 (200 g m−2) LWP occur.
The clear sky TB0 needs to be derived before applying the simple regression algorithm
to calculate ∆TB. For this purpose, we searched for the minimum TB in both cases and
checked whether the lidar signal was low. This is to some degree subjectively and dif-
cult due to the high cloud presence (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.8). In fact, for 2 June a prole
approximately 5 min later was chosen. With our best estimates of TB0 (180 K on 25 May
and 186 K on 2 June) for each one second measurement, LWP could be derived, yielding a
range between 20 and 40 g m−2 for 25 May and 90 to 120 g m−2 for 2 June.
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104 C. LWP retrieval based on passive microwave radiometer measurements
While the approach to derive LWP from a single frequency is rather simple, it also presents
advantages (for example, absolute calibration errors are avoided due to the use of dierence
values). Changes in SST, wind speed and moisture content of the two one-minute time
periods are thought to play a minor role and estimated to be below 10%. The highest
uncertainty is thought to stem from the determination of the clear sky TB0. However, the
maximum uncertainty is estimated to be about 30 g m−2 and thus, the 2 June case clearly
(i) has a higher LWP than the 25 May case and (ii) has a lower LWP than the one estimated
by AISA Hawk (Tab. 5.1). In the future, additional measurements from higher MiRAC
frequency channels and lidar information will be exploited to retrieve a higher accuracy
LWP product.
This appendix is a courtesy of Prof. Dr. Susanne Crewell and Leif-Leonard Kliesch (Uni-
versity of Cologne). It was published by Ruiz-Donoso et al. (2020).
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